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FOREWORD

This study arose out of the concern of the social 
workers in the Social Service Bureau of the Brotherhood 
of St. Laurence about the number of families who were 
unable to find satisfactory family accommodation within 
the price range which they could afford. There was 
little that the-social workers could-do except help families 
in their discouraging and often unsuccessful search. It„ 
was -decided to Undertake a study which would increase our 
understanding'of 'the current housing situation and its social 
implications, and assist us in considering Commonwealth, 
and Victorian State housing* policies in the light of the heeds 
unmet by private housing provisions.

It appeared to social workers and .others in direct 
contact with housing problems, that families living on f  20 
or less per week face great difficulties in relation to the 
current housing situation. It T&as decided to study a group 
of families in this income range, as well as using other 
available sources of information about the current housing 
situation.

The first three sections of this report are a study 
of the current housing situation and its implications for 
families in this lower income range. Discussion of the 
present housing situation as it affects this group covers 
the difficulties of purchase, the lack of suitable rental 
accommodation and the many obstacles which handicap low- 
income families in their search for housing. Then, on the 
basis of the study of a group of families with housing diffi
culties, the report describes some of the effects of the
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current housing situation on family well-being; the effects 
of living in sub-standard housing lacking basic facilities or 
in over-crowded conditions oh shared accommodation; and 
the impact of high rents on family expenditure and standard 
of living. The study throws some light also on the patterns 
of family life which develop under such conditions, some of 
the long-term effects on families and their members, and 
the ways in which the hopes, expectations and outlook of 
families may be affected by poor Housing conditions.

The report then proceeds, in Section IV, to a con
sideration of Commonwealth and Victorian State, housing 
policies. Post-war Commonwealth housing policy and the 
original purposes of the Victorian Housing* Commission are 
examined, then the changes which have taken place in the 
Housing Commission's policy and functions, particularly 
over the past ten years. Its present policy is considered 
in relation to the areas of housing need not met by private 
enterprise, and, on the basis' of conclusions reached, cer 
tain recommendations'are made in Section V. It is clear 
that important policjy changes are heeded for any serious 
attempt to meet the housing needs of the lower-income sec
tions of the community. If* is also clear that the personal 
and social co^ts of the present housing situation are very 
high indeed, and constitute a most destructive factor in 
family welfare.
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1. INTRODUCTION

(a) The Study - . .
Assessing FamilyfNeeds - the Limitations of Statistic#

Many and varied statistics can be quoted in relation 
to housing needs, and* can be-used to support Varying argu
ments. On the-one hand statistics are used to demonstrate 
the achievements of post-war building programs, the. amount 
of new house-building and the increase in home ownership: 
On the other hand, figures are available which give some 
indications of unmet* housing need: hummers of slum or sub
standard properties, waiting lists fdf* State Rousing authori
ties. (which totalled over 74, 000 in 1963) or for housing co 
operative societies. However, hodsing need is not merely 
a quantitative matter which can be assessed by a counting of 
heads, and even more comprehensive figures on unmet . 
housing needs would hot be* an* adequate assessment of the 
situation.

Progress has been made in tfie housing field but ce r 
tain groups in the community have not yet been provided for 
adequately^ The position,of these groups, and the impact of 
the current housing situation op them, are the concern of 
this study. Behind figures.- related to unmet housing*needs 
lie a variety of ways in which, families adapt, with varying 
degrees of discomfort and strain, to a situation in which 
adequate housing is a commodity which they cannot afford. 
These makeshift arrangements include sub-letting and 

^sharing accommodation costs, moving in with ldng- sufferihg 
relatives, renting rooms-in apartment houses, moving 'from
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one place to another as arrears mount, or paying the rent or 
house payments at the expense of food, clothing and other 
necessities. What effects these various courses have on- 
the families concerned cannot be measured in quantitative 
terms or by quantitative methods. Yet these .human factors 
in housing should be considered by any government respon
sible for making decisions about housing policy.

The case study approach allows qualitative material 
to be obtained. The social consequences of policy decisions 
can be probed more deeply, and examination of family his
tories over a period of time allows fresh insight into-causa
tion, compared with only a cross-section picture at one point 
of time. The case study approach can also draw upon the 
experience of social workers who meet social problems at 
the individual level, providing a complementary view to that 
given by general descriptive material or statistics.
Procedure

The intention was to obtain detailed information of a 
qualitative kind about a number of families within this income 
range whose housing situation was known and was considered 
to be in some way Unsatisfactory. This material was gained 
through interviewing, carried out mainly by one social worker 
with some assistance from a social work student. An inter
view guide wad used requiring some factual information but 
also leaving scope for focussed discussion of questions aimed 
at evoking comments about the interviewee'd experience, 
feelings and aims for the future.

It was hoped to study one hundred families; in prac
tice the number included was ninety-five. The main group 
of eighty-three families was selected through the welfare 
organisations listed below. These co-operating agencies 
noted from cases current during March, April and May 1963
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those which met certain specified criteria covering two 
broad categories. Thg first CQnsisted of fam ilies living in 
accommodation which in terms of physical conditions was 
judged uhsatisfactory, on such grounds as poor =state of 
physical repair, lack of minimum facilities and amenities 
or overcrowding of the premises. The s,econd category 
covered cases where even if the accommodation appeared to 
be physically adequate, the family was paying- for it 
weekly amount which was m ore than .one-fifth of the family 
income. The propbrtion of one-fifth was chosen because it 
has been accepted as a desirable maximum for expenditure 
on accommodation by .low-income fam ilies in a number- of 
Commonwealth and Victorian government statements on 
housing (cited later), as well as in various overseas dis
cussions of the .subject. For the purpose of the. study, 
"family" Was taken to mean a household including at,least 
one child under sixteen years dependent on adult members.
It was decided to omit Housing Commission tenants bepause 
their inclusion would have introduced another range .of issues 
and no adequate number could have been studied.

The social workers selecting families for referral 
explained the study briefly to clients who were thought to be 
suitable, and asked their'permission befbire any follow-up 
was made by the reSparPh worker. Within the number 
available, selection was carried out in such a way h*gr to 
enable comparisons to be made between certain categories 
of cases within the total group. The main characteristics 
considered for this purpose were location of residence, 
occupation of the wage-earner, income, family size, t$rpe of 
housing and whether this* was* rented or being purchased.
A group df deserted wives was inbluded, as were a number 
of families currently dependent* oh social security benefits
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because the breadwinner was not earning. The numbers of 
families Within these various sub-groups are indicated 
below.

Two attempts were made to see each family selec
ted, with letters forewarning each visit. Compared with 
eighty-three families contacted successfully, only sixteen 
were not contacted, and of these ten were known to have 
moved leaving no further address. Only one specifically 
refused to participate. The general response was one of 
interest and helpfulness; most of the families concerned 
appeared to feel that any effort to improve the housing 
situation, even if its aims Were long-term, was worth sup
porting.

We were aware of the limitations of studying only 
families selected through social work agencies, and also 
wished to test the hypothesis that even self-reliant and 
stable families within this income range are likely to have 
great difficulty in finding and paying for suitable accommo
dation. It was hoped to compare the client group with 
another group selected through some other channel, so ag to 
allow greater consideration of the various factors handi
capping or assisting families in their efforts to secure 
suitable accommodation, and give some insight into the 
courses of action adopted by these families who are not in 
contact with any welfare organisations. Several channels 
were investigated in trying to select this contrast group, 
some details of which are given in an Appendix; a series 
of difficulties and the lack of time available for further 
collection of material finally prevented any large number 
of cases being selected. Excluding some which proved to 
fall outside the income limit, only a dozen families selec
ted through other channels than welfare organisations were 
included in the study. This small contrast group is sepa
rated from the main group in the section describing the
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characteristics, of families studied and in some of ;the dis
cussion, as indicated.

The Families Studied

Source,s of Referral:

The main group of 133 families was made up of re 
ferrals from the following*welfare agencies: Brotherhood
of St. Laurence (Social Seryice Bureau), Citizens' Welfare 
Service, Red Cross Welfare Service, Royal Children's 
Hospital TVLedlc^f'Social WqrR Department, Victorian - 
Association of Day Nurseries, Victorian Society for Pre
vention of Cruelty to Children, and Victorian Social Wel
fare Department. The shfall contrast group of twelve 
families wars selected throifgh'an industrial firm and a co 
operative housing group."**

Residential Areas:

Of the main group, 28 families lived in "inner" 
areas up to three miles from the centre of the city, 38 in 
"middle" areas from 3 to 7 miles from the centre, and 16 
in "outer" areas beyond seven miles from the centre.
The small contrast group families were from "middle" 
and "outer" areas.
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Employment and Income *

Main Group
Unskilled Wage- Unemployed at time
earners of interview 14

Employed but "unstable" * 8
Employed, stable 22

44
Skilled Wage- Unemployed at time
earners of in^e^view 3

Employed but "unstable" 3
Employed,, stable 10

16
No Male W^ge- Deserted Wives 22
earner in family Old Age Pensioner 1

23

Total number of families studied

* "Unstable" used fot employees who have had during previous year more than one 
change of employment, or one change accompanied by unemployment lasting 
several months.
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Income *
Families dependent on Social Service benefits:

Male wage-earner temporarily
not earning 14

No male wage-earner *22
36

Male wage-earner employed 
Family incoiyie less than €14 per

week (clear)  ̂ 4
Family income over €14', less than

€16 (clear) 9
Family income over €16, less than

€ 18 (clear) 14
Family income over €18, less than

€20 (clear) 9
Family income over € 20 per week 8

44
Other (See note #) _3

Total number of families studied 83

All the wage-earners in the contrast group were in 
stable employment, eight ih unskilled and four hi skilled 
jobs. Their earnings were in thhee cases €16 - €.18; in 
four cases €18 - €20 and'in five bases €20 - €22: *

* In almost all cases family income consists of male wager earner's pay only. 
"Over 220 per week" usually means under 222. Exceptions are explained in 
Appendix on procedure.

#  These families consist of one where male wage-earner not workipg but wife 
working, and another where Workers' Compensation, plus part pay, was equiva
lent to usual earnings: also one age -pensioner.
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Number of Dependent Children
The numbers of dependent children (i. e. children 

under sixteen years still supported by their families) were 
as follows: eighteen families had one dependent child,
thirteen had two children, eleven had three children, four
teen had four children, eleven had five children, two had 
six children, five had seven children, one had eight children 
and one had nine children. The total number of children in 
the eighty-three families was 252. In the small contrast 
group of twelve families there was a total of 26 children, in 
families of no more than three children each.
Type of Accommodation
Main Group
Buying a house - 14 families.

In one case rooms were being sub-let.
Renting a house - 27 families.

Of these, ten were sub-letting part of the house or 
took boarders.

Renting a self-dontained flat - 4 families.
Renting rooms - 23 families.

The remaining 15 families were living with relatives 
or friends and were not directly responsible for rent; five 
of them were contributing towards the rent, ten were not.

Contrast group: Of the twelve families, ten were
buying houses, one had completed purchase of a house and 
one was living with relatives, contributing towards the rent.
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(b) The Vulnerable Group
The families most vulnerable when housing costs are 

high are low-inpome^ families. It is sometimes assumed 
that at the present time there arp few "lowr income, families" 
left. Figures of average weekly earnings for adult males, 
which have beeh in the region of f  23 - 24 over the.-^eriod 
1961-63, are qudted together with other evidence of-high 
earnings in particular occupations. It must be realized 
that there is, in fact, a very large number df families whose 
incdrhP is not high enough for them to afford current market 
prices for housing. Present low-income groups consist*of* 
families living on low earnings, and families dependent on 
social service benefits.
1. Families Living on Low Earnings

Figures from tax returns do not allow an exact palcu? 
lation.of the numbers of families with only one wage-earner. 
However, -the figure^ for tax-pqyers with dependent spouses 
give,a minimum estimate. * Fqr 1960-61 (the most recent, 
figures available) the numbers of Australian tax-payers in 
.receipt of f  999 or less income for that year were:- f l )

Tax-payers with, dependent spouse and
one other dependent 68, 235

Tax-payers with dependent spouse and
two other dependents 55, 465

Tax-payers with dependent spouse and
three or more other dependents 58, 220

181,920

* This category omits widows and deserted wives, widowers or deserted husbands, 
who may be supporting children though not spouses^
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Victorian tax-payers represent approximately 30% of 
the Australian total, and the Victorian distribution of incomes 
is similar to that for" Australia as a whole (2). The propor
tion 30% of the' above iota], figure is 54, 576 families, which 
probably represents at least 200, 000 pdople.

The approximate,figure of ^5, 000 therefore repre
sents a minimum -. in fact, an under-estimate - of the num
ber of families in victoria who were living,on less than €20 
per week. Of this number, some 17, 466 had three or more 
dependents other than spouse. These figures do not include 
widows and Resented wives, widowers and deserted husbands, 
supporting cpijdren but nqt spouses. They exclude also 
families dependent on social service benefits.

Another source of information on low-income groups 
is the survey of weekly earnings carried out in October 1961 
(3). The figures available from this source refer to all 
adult male employees, not only those with families, and omit 
families without an adult ihale in employment. These figures 
show that in'this week in October 1961, 26.2% of all full
time adult maid employees in Victoria earned less than €20 
and 41.1% less than €22. These figures must be kept in mind 
when reading figures on average weekly earnihgs which have 
been In the region of €23 - 24 over the period 1961-63 (4).

The proportions of these low-earning groups were 
slightly higher in manufacturing employment than in non- 
manufacturing employment. Some Indication of the types of 
employment involved is given by minimum wage rates. As 
at 3&t!h-June 1963, the minimum wage rates in most manufac
turing groups of employment, wholesale and retail trade, 
transport and railway services, public.authority and com 
munity and business service groups, were all-less'than-€19 
per week (5).
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2. Families Dependent on Social-Service Benefits
There are,in addition-to the families liying on low 

earnings estimated above *also a considerable number of 
families dependent for short or long perio.ds on social ser
vice benefits.-
Unemployment and Sickness Benefits

Figures available include, as well as adult males, 
women,minors and single men, and unfortunately no details 
are available showing which recipients,are receiving allow
ances for dependents.

Average number of persons receiving unemployment
benefit at §nd of each week during
1962-63 in Victoria ..............  9^072
Average number,of persons receiving
sickness benefit at end of each week
during 19162-63 ..............  2, 434

The total of these two groups is 11, 506 which must include 
a large number of families (6).
Invalid Pensioners

Figures are available for the numbers of invalid 
pensioners and age pensioners receiving payments fpr 
children; it seems reasonable,to assume that the great 
majority of the total were invalid pensioners. The figures 
for all Australia at 30th June were as follows: 5, 07 6 pen
sioners were receiving payments for children.(7) If the pro
portion of 30% is applied to indicate the number .likely to be 
in Victoria, this suggests about 1, 500 invalid pensioners 
with children.
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Widows and Deserted Wives
The category of widows relevant here is Class A, 

i .e . widows with one on more children under sixteen years 
in their care. The term "widow" includes, for purposes 
of benefits, deserted wives of at least six months standing, 
divorcees, women whose husbands have been in prison for 
at least six months, and women whose husbands are in 
mental hospitals.

Number of Class A. widows receiving pensions in 
. Victoria at 30th June 1963.................................6, 212

Of this group, 58% had more than one child (7).
This number dees not include those receiving special 

benefits during the period of six months following the deser
tion of the husband or his committal to prison.

There are also other categories such as families of 
ex-service pensioners dependent on service pensions or 
war pensions.
The Scale of Benefits Paid

There were some pension rises -in October - 
November, 1963, during the writing of this report; these 
are indicated as "new rates", though they did not apply 
during the period of the study. Otherwise the figures given 
are the rates current during 1963.

A man with a wife and three dependent children on 
unemployment or sickness benefit received f.9-7-6 from 
tbe Commonwealth. For the same family unit, the invalid 
pensioner received &8-17-6 (new rates &9-10-0) frbm the 
Commonwealth. Service pensions and 100% war pensions 
varied slightly but not greatly; war pensions for "total 
incapacitation" were higher.
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A deserted wife with three dependent children re 
ceived at first €4 -2 -6  (new rates €6-7-6) Commonwealth 
special benefit. Those who qualified for the civilian wid
ow's pension (including wives who hadbeen deserted for 
more than six months) received €7 -0 -0  (new rates €10-0-0) 
Commonwealth benefits if there were three dependent 
children; rates for war'widows were higher.

Families-dependent on these various benefits .and 
pensions can apply for "family assistance" from the V ic
torian ̂ Social Welfare Department. The maximum payment 
after assessment of the family financial situation, including 
housings commitments, ywas 35 /- per child-with^the qualifi
cation that the total family income must not be raised above 
the basic wage no'matter how many children- or how high the. 
rent. It usually takes several weeks froma-ppliqatipn.fqr — 
payment of family assistance..

Thus there are in Victoria somewhere in the'region 
of 55, 000 families living on earnings of dess, than €d00(l-per 
year, plus some thousands of families dependent on social 
service benefits. It ia not being claimed that all these, 
families are inadequately housed or are payihgtdo much*of 
their income for accomihodation. No doubt some of them 
have made satisfactory arrangements and many more have 
adjusted to situations which are not entirely shtisfactdryt 
These figures* are cited to make clear the very large num-̂  
bers of families who are not in a positiOh to* afford .curreht 
market prices for housing, and* the need for specialatudyof 
the housing problems affecting, thelse low-income groups*.
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As It Affects Families on an Income of 
f  20 or less per week

The position of the family on an income of f  20 a 
week or less i& generally one of acute difficulty-in relation 
to both purchase and rental of housing. Without some 
additional source 3f capital, a family on this income .cannot 
accumulate the capital necessary for a deposit,and even if 
fortunate-circumstances'make this possible, the additional 
expenses of ownership are likely to cause financial strain. 
Rental is^Usually the only possible course, but here their 
choice is usually between paying f  8 or m ore per week, or 
else accepting accommodation which falls below- present- 
day standards of acceptable family housing.
The Difficulties of Purchase

Figures showing the yising rate of home ownership 
in the population, rising numbers of new homes built, and 
increasing sums of naoney lent for home building and pur
chase, can too easily qbscure the fact that for pertain 
groups in the pommunity, home ownership is still im 
possible. For families where therq are already children, 
no large-scalp savings, and a regular family income of no 
more-than f  20 a week, there are tremendous obstacles to 
the purchase of a house.

The initial deposit is the main obstacle, and the 
families studied recognised this. Very frequently the first 
mention of purchase in the interview brought a response 
such as "W e'd never haveja. hope of finding the deposit".
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A recent study (T) lookpd at the gfowth of the 
"deposit gap",* or the difference between-the deposit which 
can be saved by most pprchasers and the loans available* 
-from finance institutions. This gap has widened ns the-in
creases in available loans have failed to keep pace withThe 
rises in,the costs of land andhpuses. -The,rise.in land- 
prices has been striking; the report gives-an estimate, of-a 
rise .of over 300% jin, less than ten years, for low-priced 
blocks, apd estimates an average price of fringe-area, 
loyer-priced blocks as El 147 in 1961.. Tp .obtain a loan,
from a-,r cput able,*finaneial institution, the would-be home 
builder must at least own his .land, and 'often must- accumu
late additional cash as well. The report estimates that the* 
purchaser of a moderately .priced house must generally-shye 
34% - 45% of the total,cost - .somewhere between ET500 and 
E2000 - or else take a second mortgage. Tt-estimates 
also that the family man receiving average earnings would* 
now take six to eight years to save the necessary deposit -  
if h,e were able to save 2*0% bf his earnings^ #hmh most - 
cannot do. A variety of high interest financial arrange
ments are used to bridge this* gap, with high weekly repay
ments which often double the weekly commitments of the 
purchasers. the tihtorian Government has begun to pro
vide finance at reasonable interest to fill this gap, but the 
numbers who have benefitted so far are tiny in relation to 
the total need. (2) The recenfprom ise of. the Liberal 
Government to give bbnusesf to yoUng couples who save de
posits will still not bridge the gap, since the maximum 
subsidy suggested is E250.

The difficulty of obtaining loans from reputable 
finance institutions is -at present even greater-in the case of 
old houses. These are*often sold-on vendors, terms, offered 
at low deposits of a*few hundred-pounds which induce pur-
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chasers to pay inflated prices. Weekly repayments are 
usually high becduge vendors' terms seldom extend longer 
than five or seven years, and repayments over this period 
must be high enough so -that at the end of the period the sum 
owing is no larger than what Pne of the major lending in
stitutions is likely to lend on the property. During the 
period of vendor's finance^ interest is usually 7% or higher. 
For these reasons it is difficult to arrange a repayment 
rate of* less thin €7 or €8 per week on even a relatively 
cheap older house if the deposit is low. For instance, a 
€3000 house sold oh a deposit of €500 must be paid off at 
€7-10-0 per week to coyer interest, plus a reduction of 
capital Sufficient that at the end of five years a loan of only 
€1500 is still required. Another disadvantage often off
setting the advantage of l'dw deposits for older property is 
the extra expenditure needed for repairs or modernization.

The lowest deposits are to be found in the sale policy 
of the Housing Commission of Victoria, which sells houses 
on a minimum deposit of €100, with the repayment of the 
remainder over 45 years at 4^%. However, the numbers 
are still small in relation to demand and there is at present 
a waiting list for the purchase of Housing Commission 
homes (3). Moreover, as the next section explains further, 
even a €100 deposit is heyond the means of many families 
within the income range considered here, and questions 
about low deposits suggested that when people saw no hope 
of saving €100, they felt that even a €50 deposit scheme 
would be of little benefit to them.
How Families Raise Deposits

Those families studied who were purchasing their 
own homes were asked how they raised the initial capital.
A number had saved the cash deposit or paid for land before
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marriage, but these had begun their purchases, between 
twelve and eight years, ago when the savings necessary* 
were lower in relation to earnings. One-family, the M's, 
had saved sufficient §.fter marriage from the husband's 
earnings .alone but pnfy by a combination .of fortunate c ir 
cumstances and frugality during a period, when the father 
was able to earn well over €20 per lyeck-froru regular over
time, while the family lived quite frugally in a small bunga
low at low rent. The other families 'studied Had all accu- 
mulated savings frorh some other source than the husband's 
earnings. Ttie most'common source was fhe w ife's-em 
ployment. Sometimes this was done Before tHe couple Had 
aiiy children. Mrs. B. explained that she had Wbrked for 
five years before having any children. She had felt hn- 
happy about this Tong delay, but was so anxious to provide 
security for her children that she believed she^wais doing* 
the right thing. She felt that the only hope of a couple on 
their income to Huy their ownhome whs for the tvife to work 
for five years, thereby saving enough money to avoids a ' 
second mortgage. Even then, she had to buy furniture for 
the house on hire purchase, one item at a time, and esti
mated that'it would be another five years before the house 
was fully furnished.
Working Mothers

In a number of cases studied, the deposit had to'be. 
f  aised after* the arrival of one or more children, arid this 
raised problems of care for The children'while the mothers 
worked. Several couples had*one child soon after marriage 
then lived with in-laws for a number o f  years so that the 
grandmother or other relatives could mind the child while
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the mother worked. In other cases one or two children 
were minded by neighbours paid for their assistance. 
Particularly in the case of those with pre-school age 
children, there was evidence of conflict in thb minds of 
some of these mothers; they felt that it was important to 
establish a stable home, ahd yet worried about leaving the 
care of their children to others.

Mrs. D ., for instance, explained that it had taken 
five years after her first child was born for her to earn 
enough fop a deposit, which would allow repayments man
ageable on her husband's earnings; she could have saved 
more qpickly had she left her child in a creche, but she 
believed that individual care would be better, and so paid 
up to € 5 per week or half of her earnings to a series of 
baby-minders. Now she wonders whether the child would 
have ,benefitted in the long run from being left at a creche 
for a shorter period. The problems of home purchase are 
obviously related to the problems of adequate care for the 
children of working mothers. Another family had taken a 
house with the wife's sister and her family, and each of the 
wives took turns in minding all the children while the other 
wife worked; the arrangement broke down when both wives 
were at home with young babies and began to quarrel. A 
frequently-mentioned point was that the amount saved from 
the wife's earnings depended largely on the rent being paid 
at the time, and so if accommodation could be shared during 
this period, the wife's period of working could be shortened. 
However, willingness to make such arrangements seems to 
be less common among older-established Australians than 
among recent migrants.

The effects of an interruption of the wife's employ
ment may be serious. The R. family migrated from
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Scotland with €150 savings, and.with two children at 
school and the wife employed, raided their .dapital-to €60.0. 
They were able to arrange the-finanee of a home, by means 
o f a €-3000 co-operative housing loan and a €400 second 
mortgage, -leaving a further € 200. which they could not raise 
except by a personal loan which they intended-to pay* off 
promptly. When another child was expected. and the mother 

-ownsforced to cease work,' a major adjustment had to be 
made. The .family income- was reduced to €.20 per week,. 
while weekly repayments on all three housing-loans totalled 
€.9 pel* Week, Wdthd&t,rate&*and. insdranc'O'.pdyaM.e -op the:. 
house. Therefore die car being purchased on weekly terms 
had to be given up despite the remote locality-of.their house, 
and 'all other expenses had to.be pared. ^  With- admirable 
budgeting the. family was managing,, buttheir position was 
precarious. The^efggct of such .h^^^^sing payments pn 
oth$i expenditur e. ai^pdisepssed leter. ^mother family 
with thp^e children tbdkmn the purchase pf a^opse'while the 
wife wae working, th e n ce  yijfe Suffered a slipped disc in, 
the spine-and was told she must give' up work. She ceased 
factory w;ork but felt thdtpher husband's earnings of €15-10-0 
în a bripk factory must "be supplemented,^ keep up the., house 

.paym ei^of €6 a week; anp so she to^bn^child-mnidkigl 
for working neighbours. The. amount of bending involved in 
looking after children meant that she did,not .wear her brace 
as sbe should,, but, she felt tpat they could pot manage without 
the .extyafewpopads. aweek,.. ** \  , *

' Role of^Rfejatives ** - - * ^
, -A - y

Among those families who had succeeded In .buying
theiif owii homes, the role of relatives was markedly im 
portant in'providing accommbdatibn, m  cKild^mfnding at 
little* chAf'ge and 1A "giving diredtTinaneial aid.- Apsmt^from
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the earnings of working wives, the-most frequent source of 
initial capital was assistance from relatives either by dona
tion or"by-loan. An example -is the St -family Who, with 
six children, were Jiving with an-aunt until the wife's father 

-gave them-R100 deposit foi* a Housing Commission house. 
When this became too srriall for their needs, they were able 
to sell it and use* their equity in it as deposit on a large old 
house which the father proceeded to renovate. Other sources 
of capital included compensation for-the-lpss of tyvo fingers 
in an industrial accident (in this case the wife commented} 
that she "didn't know what we would have done otherwise"), 
and payment of a lump -sum in return fpr vacating, an old 
inner Suburban house bought-for redevelopment.

Both amohg the families who were purchasing 
houses and thosd'whd were not, it was generally agreed that 
it is impossible to sav'd-A sufficient deposit from an income 
of &2P a week or less; with severaTchildren, it wds gener
ally considered almost impossible to* save anything. Where 
the wife was not willing to lea-^e her children and go out tb 
work, or where several small children would have hiade the 
cost of baby-mindipg too high, and where thbre was nb hope 
of financial assistance from relatives, families felt hopeless. 
The larger the family ̂ the more pessimism there' was about 
purchasing a home. It is consistent with'this reaction that 
with one exception <(the S. family mentioned earlier who were 
financially assisted by a relative) all'thpse families studied 
who were purchasing homes had no more than .four* children, 
and some of these had begun to purchase when their families 
were smaller than at the time of interview. *

The actual repayment rates for purchase are often 
lower than the rent of the same property would,be, and com 
parison of farcifies buying and renting among, thpse inter-
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viewed showed that those purchasing were paying on .average 
less per week than those responsible for the, rent of houses, 
while on the whole getting better yalue fpr their money. ,On 
the othep hand, purchase means also periodic expenses of 
considerable size, such as rates and insurance, together 
with.varying and often unpredictable expenses for mainten
ance and repairs. These extra expenses are'a'heavy bdr- 
den to a low income.family, and may mean financial crises.

To accumulate any .savings ahd fulfil-these commit
ments of house repayments, plu-s extra expenses such as. 
rates, insurance and repairs, within the limits .of f  20 ,a 
week, demands intelligent* and disciplined budgetings This 
depends on a certain level of intelligence^ personal stability 
and responsibility in both partners, .and on a .strong rela-? 
tionship between them. Mrs. R ., mentioned earlier, 
stated thatthey would not be able, to* manage to pay T9 out 
of f  20 on* their house if she and her husband did not get on 
well-together. As well as co-operating infhe careful spend
ing of money, they were able to withstand-the monotony of 
"sitting looking at eachmther -eyery-night" because they 
couldn't-afford to .go out: Another wife, M rs^.P., stressed
the "pulling together" of husband and wife as essential.in any 
attempt to buy a, home on their income of f  19 a week. She 
stressed also the need for iron discipline in resisting all 
impulse buying when the weekly budget allowed nothing at 
all to spare. This family had soyne medical expense for a 
handicapped child, but the wife made all the* clothes for She 
three children, including" school uniforms, while the husband 
grew vegetables and made the furniture for the*housey yet all 
items of the household equipment and any extra expenses de
pended, on child endowment payments. This family was pay
ing only f  4-10-0 per week house repayments, but felt that 
they could not have .managed morO.
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Risks of Purchase
Families paying rent must also budget to cover 

thei'f accommodation expenses, but their expenditure on 
this item is not quite as inflexible. If unemployment or 
illness occurs, or debts accumulate, there is always the 
possibility of seeking cheaper accommodation (even though 
this is very hard to find) or perhaps moving in with rela
tives (a pattern discussed later), until the Orisis is over. 
The cost of such a crisis for the family purchasing a house 
may be the loss of their home, without necessarily recover
ing their whole equity in it - a painful experience both 
financially and emotionally. Such experiences were re 
counted by three of the families interviewed. In all cases 
they said^that they would not want to risk such a loss again 
and so would prefer to rent. One of these-families had lost 
their house through unemployment, and with little knowledge 
of their legal .rights and no money for-legal, expenses, ha,d 
recovered nothing from the resale of the house, One of 
the handicaps of many of the families interviewed was lack 
of adequate knowledge of the financial and legal implica
tions of home purchase. In a number .of cases such Ignor
ance had led to serious losses.

Another family with seven children had been paying 
& 3 per week to the yendor of the house and € 6 per week to 
a finance company, an arrangement which became impos
sible when the husband lost his job. Another family had 
been allowed to suspend payments on their house while the 
husband was ill, but had no money for essential repairs 
and so neither the hot water service nor the toilet was 
functioning at the time of interview, and the family atmos
phere was one of depression and anxiety. In another case, 
a family with five children and twins expected was attemp
ting with very limited success to catch up on debts accumu-
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lated during a period*of mental illness,op j^a part of .thê
, husband.. They were paying a higher weekly amount on the 

house to cover arrears, but had heavy 4dbfS for property, 
water and sewerage rates which they "couldn't touch" and 
had no apparent hope of paying up. '  ""

A family where the wage-earner does not have .secure 
prospects of stable employment - if, -for instancy, he is un- 
skilled and must, move from one job to another, or if a 
physical* handicap such-as asthma, makes interruptions to 
employment likely ? may.be fearful of the. responsibilities 

. pf becoming house purchasers." Even if the:deposit were 
available fo them, rental may be-a more acceptable and:  ̂
safer form of housing in. view of realistic expectations .of* 
their future prospects. This point receives.further illus^ 
tration later from discussion of the unstable housing his
tories of some of the families studied.

further implication of purchase to be remembered 
is that it often means a,move to a fringe suburb some dis
tance away from familiar environment, friends and relatives. 
This is not necessarily so,because some older houses come 
up for sale, but the most favourable terms o f finance (co
operative building societies and banks) apply to new housing, 
and this is available only in the outer .suburbs, perhaps 
fifteen or more miles.from the centre -of the,city. To find 
land at less than € 1000 even on the outer-fringes of the-city 
is difficult. The P. family mentioned earlier paid €825 
two years ago for their block at. Eltham, too far to walk to 
the station over very rough unmade roads, so that Mr. P 's 
fares to work in an.inner suburb consist- of, € 1 by train and 
the costs of running* the car as well.. In such .a situation, 
additional fares must be .balanced-against cheapemblocks of 
land. There is  undoubtedly resistance on the part of some
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inner-suburban besidpnts to such a move. A woman who 
had moved from Fitzroy to Glenroy said it felt like "the end 
of the world" at first.
Motives for Home Purchase

Keeping in mind the strong motivation necessary for 
families at this income level to acquire their*own homes, 
an attempt was made to understand the forces behind the 
determination of those who were purchasing. Two patterns 
seemed to emerge. For some people, home ownership 
was accepted within their wider family - by parents, 
brothers* or sisters - as being the* proper course of action 
and so was more or less taken for ghanted as their aim, 
even though its'achievement might be difficult.

For others, hardship or instability during their own 
childhood had led to particular concern for providing a se
cure and stable home for their children. Mrs. P ., men
tioned earlier, had been one of six children of a blind 
father and described their early life as "a struggle". All 
six children are now buying their own homes. She suggested 
herself that they wdre all seeking security in "their own 
little plot of land". ' A number of other fahiilies appeared to 
follow the same pattern, with explicit reference by onb or 
other parent to a childhood of poor conditions or frequent 
shifts of accommodation. The motive of ambition for self- 
improvement was also evident in some of these purchasers, 
who saw house-ownership not only as a means of security, 
but also part of "getting on" or "improving yourself". This 
is consistent with the indications that house purchase and 
skilled employment go together. However, the causative 
factors are complex because generally the skilled worker is 
receiving higher pay than the unskilled one. Security was 
however the goal most often mentioned in a variety of forms
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- you "can't be kicked out", or "know that you are safe with 
a roof over your head". Independence was also stressed.
A number of people mehtidned their frustration and humili
ation at having to "beg" othey. people fob accommodation, 
particularly if they were handicapped by unwelcome child
ren, and commented on the satisfaction of being independ
ent of other people's power over them.

It is also true that Some people buy houses without 
any great desire to be home-owners because they find that 
they cannot rent suitable accommodation, due to the general 
shortage and particular Handicaps such, as low income and 
young children. These difficulties, which are discussed in 
detail in the next section, may lead people to take (^"pur
chase couimitmentg which they find unmanageable or to hpy 
properties which are not sound investments. A family of 
migrants, the S. family, finally-bought ahouse after three 
years qf moving from one. lot of rooms to another, at prices 
ranging from €'4-0-0 to €<1-10-0, in conflict with landladies 
or other tenants over the behaviour of'their two small boys. 
The house which they bought on a deposit of* €130 and pay
ments of € 7 per week,- was very expensive at a d^ice- of 
€3350, since it was structurally unsound, damp and gener
ally decrepit. They had little hope of hqasiqg-the necess
ary mortgage at the end of the periodof vendor'.s terms, 
and meanwhile they had.acute difficulty in paying €7 .a week 
out of the-husband's earnings of €14 clear as a cleaner.-
Summary

* For most families with children and an income of not 
more than €20 clear per week, the .purchase of a home 'is 
impossible unless some additional source qf capital'becomes 
available - through the wife's earnings, assistance from 
relatives, or some othdr-resource than the husband's earh- 
ings. If therd is'no other source of bapit&l, even the lowest
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deposit of €100 required by the Housing Commission is very 
hard to raise, and the sum of ^1000 or more required by 
mo^t sources of home finance is quite beyond the realms of 
possibility. If a small deposit is raised, then usually 
(except under the terms of the Housing Commission) this 
means either vendor's terms with high repayment rates or 
a second mortgage with total weekly repayments too high for 
an income of €20 or less. Apart from purchase repay
ments, quite large sums must be found for rates, insurance, 
repairs and perhaps road constructioh or sewerage. All 
these additional expenses are likdly to strain, if  not wreck, 
the tight budget necessary for a family in this incoine range. 
Unemployment, illness or some other such drisis may be 
disastrous'when there are no reserves, and'may mean the 
loss of the home, causing disappointment, disillusion and 
feelings of .failure. While home ownership undoubtedly 
holds attractions for the great majority of Australian fami
lies, it is impossible for some and very risky*for others in 
the low-income groups.
Lack of Suitable Rental Accommodation
Shortage of Private Rental Accommodation

The total number of dwellings to- rent in Victoria is 
declining, declining in absolute numbers and therefore de
clining to a marked degree in view of population increase. 
The number of privately rented dwellings (houses, rooms 
and flats) in Victoria was 187, 988 in 1954, and only 170, 990 
in 1961; a decline from 28. 9% to 21.9% of occupied private 
dwellings.

There has also been a change in the type of rental 
accommodation. These totals include an increase in the 
number of privately rented flats (many of which are probably
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unsuitable for families), from 22, 144 to -36,,120 .(4); sp^he, 
decline in-the number, of privately, rented dwellings .excluding 
flats is* most, marked in relation to an increased population. 
During the same period the population of Victoria increased 
from 2, 452,,.341 -to 2;-930;113 (5) - an increase of, about 1*6% 
while'the Humber o f  rented dwellings decreased by 9%.

Home-ownership Is undoubtedly popular in Australia, 
and government policy at both Federal and-State level favours 
the promotion of'housing provision in this form . However, 
a pool of rental housing remains essential for a number of 
reasons. There are'ihany families not able to accumulate 
even low deposits and .even "if deposits were reduced to some 
negligible amount, there .would still be a need for sp oo l pf 
rental housing. For families at all .income -levels, whose 
employment is likely tb require-movement, rental housing is 
more suitable thah purchase, and this -.affects a considerable 
number of unskilled, workers. As has been pointed,out,for 
damilieswhose .source of income, is for any reason unstable, 
purchase may-well Represent a yery risky.-undertaking. Even 
for a family with a stable income, „if weekly repayments on 
the house represent th§ maximum proportion of the income 
which can be spent on Housing without hardship, then periodic 
expenses such.as rates, insurance-and repairs are a heavy 
burden-and-may meamfinancial?crises- For-families on an 
income-which leaves no margin,fpr extra or unexpected ex
penses, rented Housing may well be the most appropriate 
form of-accommodation.. Even for those? families-who haye 
some hope o f  saving a depositAor purchasing-a-housp, thp 
availability o f reasonably*priced rente! accommodation -is 
very important, since scarcity and high- rents will hinder 
their efforts to, save-. For migrants or families moving,  ̂
froin ohe part of Australia .to another, rental -housing, is 
essential as'at leasha short-term .pfovim-Qh Australia
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already Ras a very high proportion 6f-home purchasers com
pared witĥ  many olher-couiftrieS.. The 196l!cehsus showed 
a*-proportion of 72.4% of Victorian homes either owned or 
Ming* purchased by instalments (6). A recent figure from 
Britain is 44% in 1962, and*this -represents a sharp rise in 
recent years* (7). With only 21.9% of Victorian "dwellings 
privately rented (a marked decline from 28. 9% in 1954) it 
should be considered-carefully how much mqre the propor
tion of home ownership may be .raised, without promoting 
this, undertaking among sections o f  the population for whom 
it4s,not the most suitable form ,of housing.

There is no* doubt that at present there is a scarcity 
of reasonably priced-rental accommodation suitable for fam
ilies in the metropolitan area^ The proportion of rented 
dwellings still under the Control'of the Fair Rents Board is 
not known exactly but it may be abound 20% and'tRe propor
tion continues to decline-. Estate agents who were sinter-, 
viewed for this study agreed that from their experience, the 
great majority of controlled premises are' sold when the 
opportunity arises through vacation". The main reason 
suggested was - apart from the greater attractiveness of 
other forms of investment - that many of these, properties 
have deteriorated in condition- so that a heavy repair* bill 
would be faced before they could be-re-let at a higher rent. 
Although it is possible for any tenant* in Victoria who, con
siders his rent excessive to* appeal "to the Rental Investiga
tion" Bureau, in* fact only a tiny proportion of tenants do so . 
Although 4here were in* 1961, 170, 990 jprivartbly tenanted 
dwellings in Victoria, the .great majority of which*were de
controlled, in 1962-63 only 549 applications were*.made to 
the Rental Investigation Bureau. Of these, 320 resulted in 
a reduction of rents by agreement between the landlord and 
tenant and 68 resulted*in the premises being taken.under the
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Fair Rents Board.* It seems that the work.of theJBurpaul 
is too little known and that even when tenants-are-aware of , 
its-functions and powers they are often too afraid-Qf angering 
landlords to take*.any action, although the Bureau, can.offer 
some protection against arbitrary eviction. The-poor bar
gaining position of many tenants is discussed later in this- 
section. Whatever, the causes tor the ^mail number of 
applications, the powers of the bureau are certainly .not - 
psed as widely as,they might be, .and the number of premises 
controlled by the Fair Rents Board is declining, so th êse 
bodies constitute only a minqr regulation of an uncohtrplled". 
market in rental housing. . " ,
Current Rents

As one of the means of building up a picture of the 
current market situation in housing, discussion's were held 
with twelve estate agents in various areas of Melbourne 
where rental accommodation is available rdlativ^ly fre 
quently. # Prices did not appear to vary greatly frdni one 
area,to another fQFthe same type of accommodation, except 
at the higher,rent levels where, for instance, thej rent**df 
similar houses might vary from f! 9-9-0 to T ll -1 1 -0  accbr- 
ding to the desirability of the area. Among Ahe.families 
studied there were some paying rents for old property in an 
inner area just as high, as thosq in pleasant outer suburbs. 
With some qualifications it seems that the location of

* The usual procedure if the Rental-Investigation Bureau assesses the rent as too high 
is for the owner to be given an opportunity to come to a suitable agreement with 
the tenant; if "he declines to do so, the- property may be taken urfdef the control 
of the Fair Rents Board.

# Their offices were located in the central city area, Carlton, Fitzroy, Collingwood,
St. Kilda,- Prahran, Fairfield, Hawthorn,. Richmond, Ascot yale, Footscray and. 
Williamstown.
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accommodation is only a* secondary determinant of- its price, 
o.nd therefore it is possible to refer to average prices-for 
given accbmmodation. However, the type of accommoda
tion available varies from area to area and there are con
centrations of low-standard, low-priced accommodation.

"Room s", some furnished and some unfurnished, 
some with gas and/or electricity included in the rent, are 
moist commonly found in the inner areas. While less 
common in the suburbs further out, it seems that the same 
kind of accommodation brings slightly lower prices and 
may be of slightly higher standard. In suburbs a little 
further out (the "mid" suburbs) there seends more chande of 
finding "flats" offering greater space and fewer shared faci
lities, even though seldom self-contained, for little more 
rent than poorer shared accommodation nearer the centre 
of the city. It is harder to collect information on rooms 
and shared accommodation because most estate agents do 
not handle such accommodation to ahy extent (obviously it 
means dealing with less desirable and perhaps less reliable 
tenants), so very often it is found through city and local 
newspapers, notices in shop windows and personal contacts.
Average Rents and Actual Rents

One of the first points which becomes clear is that 
there is a marked discrepancy between average rent figures 
and rents at which adequate accommodation is available on 
tbe market. The figures of average rents paid for various 
classes of accommodation as shpwn by the 1961 census 
differ greatly from the market situation described by estate 
agents and the experience of the families studied. For 
instance, the Victorian average weekly rent figures were 
for private houses €3-11-6, for flats €6-6-10, for 'other' 
(including rooms) €3-16-6, and for dll private dwellings
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€4-2-0  (8). Among the families studied, average-rents 
were for private houses €5 -6-5 , for flafs €6-7,-6, for 
rooms €4-17-5.

JExren among thp f̂ applies studied, the averages of 
rents paid do not indicate, the .prices at yrhich the particular 
types of accommodation may be acquired through the usual 
channels of letting. Some of. the categories of accommo
dation bringing down average figures are premises still, 
under .control, tenancies of some years standing for which 
rents have not been raised to- maximum market* price, and 
old sub-standard .property let at lo.w rentals. Metropolitan 
rents .are higher in general than non-metropolitan, rents,,, so 
this is another factor to be kept in mind when reading* State 
averages. Even,among our group of Melbourne families 
the averages Of rents paid* were depressed by a small num
ber of fenanpies at exceptionally low rent- which do not rep
resent what is* available or generally acceptable. For 
instance, one tenancy o f 35 /- per week represented a oon- 
demnecL house in Fitzroy where the same family had lived, 
fpr eleven years: a narroiy terrace house,- damp, 'decrepit
and-lacking in such basic amenities as a kitchen sink and a 
bath. Another house in* Richmond at 25/.- 'had been rented 
by the grandmother,..of the family for- twenty-five yeans but 
was under a.demolition order. The lowest rent ̂ encountered 
was another controlled rent of 10 /- per week for an old 
weatherboard single-fronted house in North Melbourne, con
taining only three rooms, with no .bathroom, an extremely 
tiny backyard and no electricity connected to the house.
Other low-rented sub-standard dwellings are described 
later. Such*low rents bring down-the average of rents-paid, 
but they represent dwellings which are not only unsuitable 
for family life but which are generally-nof available to fami
lies who are currently hunting fdr^cheap accommodation.
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WHen they are vacated they are tistially sold* or renovated 
and let at higher rehts.

The numbers of such dwellings are of course de
clining with demolition and reclamation. In the year 1961- 
62 alone, 1, 856 houses were demolished in the metropolitan 
area and the records of the Victorian Statistics Office show 
that many of these were in the inner areas.* Though nec
essary and desirable, this development also-reduced the 
numbers of dwellings for rental at the minimum prices 
which are all that some people can afford to pay. (jther 
houses in the inner areas are being converted to offite or 
industrial use and this too reduees the supply of low-rental 
dwellings.

Both the discussions with estate agents and the inter
views with families showed that for a family with, say, two 
or three young children to find adequate' accommodation 
quickly - without waiting Until a rare bargain comes along - 
the family hds to be able to pay at least f*8 a week. For 
this price, they will probably 6e able to find a house or self- 
contained flat of a moderately good standard, in a reasonable

DEMOLITIONS- MELBOURNE METROPOLITAN AREA

Period
12 months ended 30. 6. 58
12
12
12
12

30.6.59
30.6.60 
30. 6.61 
30.6.62

Number of Dwellings Demolished 
430 
806 

1150 
1295 
1856

Source
Note:

Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, Victoria^ Office 
1961-62 was not typical because of bush fires in several outer suburbs 
whidh were responsible for something over 200 of the "demolitions". 
Of the remainder, the largest local totals were in the municipal areas 
of Melbourne, CollingWood, South Melbourne and St. Kilda.
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but not "desirable" loqality, with perhaps only two bed- 
rooms or, if they are lucky, three^ However^ if the fam
ily is large - say, four or more children, or if they re 
strict their choice to a particular locality or the more 
desirable localities, then they are likely to have to pay f  9 
or more for a family dwelling. Self-contained flats,are in
general no cheaper than hous.es of the same size and facili
ties, and those recently built are in fact dearer than the 
lower priced range of houses. Moreover, frequently 
owners and agents are not willing to let flats to families 
with young children, and of course some flats are unsuitable 
for children.

Obviously many families are paying lower rents than 
these, .and the great majority o f  families interviewed f6r 
this study were certainly doing so. However, with few ex-' 
ceptions*, lower priced accommodation,had deficiencies o f  
one kind or another reducing.it below today's generally 
aqcepted standards of housing for families with young, chil- 
dren.* To illustrate this ^oint, some detail wilHbe given.of 
the dwellings visited in the course of this study which were 
let at less, than f  8 a week.

It cannot be assumed that all accommodation at 
more than f  8 is of adequate standard. In the inner areas', 
larger houses in poor condition can be let at high rents be
cause of their alternative value as apartment houses and 
the possibility of sub-letting. One two-storey terrace 
house in Fitzroy was let at f  10 per week although it was'in 
very poor repair, with a leaking roof, and kitchen, bathroom, 
toilet and washing facilities of the most primitive, standard.  ̂
It had six bedrooms, two of which were sub-let to pension
ers^ and thd other four of which were occupied by two fami
lies (one sub-tenants), totalling four adults and nine children. 
Another old two-storey terrace house in North Carlton had
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holes in the walls and water stains on the ceilings, but with 
four bedrooms waS'let at R11-11-0 per week; and the tenant 
alleged that thO landlord hdd aSkOd them to leave because he 
could make more by letting the house out in rooms. In the 
"middle" and "outer" suburbs, houses let at rents of & 8-8-0 
to R10-10-0 were generally three bedroom houses in reason
able condition. Two of the houses at R9-9-0 were furnished, 
the rest at this higher rent range were unfurnished.
Rental Housing Available at Less than R8 per week

Iii the rental range from R 6 to R 8 per week, the 
houses were mostly old weatherboard dwellings in the inner 
suburbs, in varying stages of ageing, usually two-bedroom 
with minimum facilities and conveniences and. tiny backyards. 
The general impression of these houses is drab and cramped. 
Sometimes tenants manage to make these houses reasonably 
cheerful and comfortable, by a great deal of effort and extra 
expense, as did a migrant family visited. With a family of 
five children'and an income, of R19, they were thankful to 
find a house of any kind for R 6 a week, even though it was a 
tiny old terrace house in a narrow lane, surrounded by fac
tories with no space for the children to play. By painting 
and repairing, mainly at their own expense, the parents had 
made the inside of the house quite cheerful, though the house 
was still rated moderately unsatisfactory due to its poor con
dition and overcrowding (14). When tenants have neither 
the determination nor the necessary cash to make these old 
dwellings pleasant, the effect is much more depressing. 
Sometimes the habitable area is reduced by dampness. 
Kitchen, bathroom and laundry may be combined in one, and 
there is often no hot water service so all water must be 
heated in tb̂ e copper or on the stove. The interior is often 
dark and the backyard not large enough to dry clothes ade
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quately, let alone large enough, for children to play. Several 
houses .with most of these deficiencies let at €,6 or €7 per 
.week were rated grossly unsatisfactory.

OAly a very small minority of the dwellings in the*
€6 - €8 rent range were found-to be satisfactbryfor the* 
'families renting them. Ohe was a quite pleasant dwelling 
behind'a shop, with four large rooms recently painted and 
a backyard somewhat larger than many inner'area ones, let 
at €7-10-0. The parents with four children renting this* 
felt that they had a bargain. Another bargain was a two- 
bedroom self-contained flat for which a family paid only €6 
per week because the parents looked after* the block of'flats, 

"the others of which were let at € 8 a week. In this case two 
children had to sleep in the* living-room. This-and a few 
othpr dwellings in the same pbice range* Were in reasonable 
condition but did not Tgpresent satisfactory acbommodation 
for the families occupying them because they Were oVer.r- 
crowded.

There were also some families paying rents of € 6 a 
wedk or more for only rooms and shared*facilities. A 
family'with five children were* paying'€7 per Week for three 
rooms in a largO rambling apartment housO in Williamstbwn. 
The rooms were dreary and dark; supposedly furnished but 
vdry sparsely so-. Cooking had to be done in a kitchen sotne 
distance away and the food carried back to the tenants' own 
rooms for eating. There were separate bathrooms and 
toilets for men And women, two such blocks serving the Whole 
apartment house. This wa& rated as grossly unsatisfac
tory accommodation. The father explained that this aOdom- 
modation had been selected hurriedly after a move from 
another State, and he hoped that with further hunting he 
would find something better; but with his wage of € 17 per 
week as a factory process worker and iive children^ he felt
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that he could certainly not pay more than £7 per week in 
rent. Several other fainilies visited were paying € 6 a 
week for two rooms (not always Connecting, but sometimes 
separated by a passage) with either separate cooking facili
ties of a makeshift kind or shared cpoking facilities, and 
shared bathing and washing facilities. One,family was pay
ing the same sum for one large room, a tiny kitchenette and 
use of other facilities.
Premises let at less than f  6 per week

Below f  6 per week, generally all that can be ob
tained is "room s" of varying standards; the median* rent 
paid by twenty-three families studied who were renting 
rooms was € 5 weekly. The houses visited which were let 
at less than £ 6 were all in seriously sub-standard condition. 
Several of these have already been mentioned. The worst 
house of all visited (in West Melbourne) was let at &5-U0-0 
per week despite leaking ceilings in all rooms, gaping holes 
in the plaster of walls, rotten floor boards with gaps in the 
floors, and a sickening smell of damp and rot. Parents, 
three children and grandfather were living in th;s house, 
Another terrace house let at ^5-0?0 was in sounder condi
tion but was a most- dreary and comfortless place. The 
kitchen-laundry was simply enclosed off the backyard with
out any. door, with a floor of concrete, and an extremely 
low temperature on the winter's day of the visit. Upstairs 
the bathroom contained an old tin bath and double-decker 
bunks in which two of the four children of the family sleep 
because there are only two bedrooms.. Both thesq were 
rated as grossly unsatisfactory accommodation.

The best self-contained dwelling at under f  6 was an 
old weatherboard dwelling beside and behind a shop in 
Fawkner, let at f  5. It was somewhat dark and shabby but
* The median is the middle figure in a series of figures arranged in order of 

magnitude.
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contained-four rooms in reasonable condition an.d §11 basic, 
facilities except a: copper. Another dwelling-behind}, a shop, 
and two self-contained sub-divisions of houses (in. Qoburg- 
and Dandenong) also fell into the E 5 - E 6 rent range and 
were, compared witb the other accommodation visited, good 
value for the price. The husband of one of these f&milieg 
felt that .this accommodation, represented a very lucky Tihĉ  
since visits to nine different estate agents in DandeHong 
had resulted in only this one,possibility at less than E10-10-0 
per week. On the other hand, there were also several fami
lies paying € 5 for only one room and kitchenette with the use 
of other shared facilities. A large spacious rooqi is little 
enough for such a price, but one of the rooms visited was 
only about 11' square (in this space-lived a family of four) 
and another room was on the third -floor of a shop dwelling, 
fifty-two stairs Up from the kitchen- shared with other tenants- 
There Were. 'sotne families renting One room with*facilities 
fqr around € 4, but the only three whose rent ier  One room  
was lower than this had been given some kind Of concession? 
in two cases because the house whs Owned by a relative.

Two bungalows fe ll into the under £ 6 price ranged - 
One was a quite attractive two-roomed bungalpw let for 
E4-15-0 to relatives of the occupants of the main house, 
whose bathing and washing facilities the family in the bunga
low shared. The other was let at E 3-10-0 but was rated as 
grOsSly unsatisfactory. It was extremely*cramped and dis
mal, Consisting of one room about 10̂  x 10' with a kitchenette 
about 5' wide running along one side. There were no built- 
in cupboards except one small one in the kitchen, and clothes 
were bung on pegs round the wall because all the space in the 
room was taken up with a double bed, a single bed and a 
chest of drawers. The, wife voiced her depression and 
misery at living there, but quite ^realistically said that she
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could not hope to find anywhere else as cheap, and therefore 
'While her husband continued-.to work intermittently, she 
would have to stay there.

A considerable number of the tenants visited almost 
certainly had grounds for'applications to the Rental Investi
gation Bureau. However, many of* them khew little or 
nothing about the Bureau's work, and even those who did 
know that they* could apply, were generally too afraid of 
angering landlords to take any steps. Particularly those 
with several children felt that it would be so difficult for 
them to find other accomrhodatidn theft they preferred to put 
up with the present situation.

It appears that there are occasional "bargains" by 
present price levels,, but the crucial point is their infre
quency. The estate agents interviewed were a$ked how 
often houses at f  7 or less per week became available for 
rental through their agencies. All of them commented upon 
the great number of requests which they received for accom
modation at this price, cqmpared with the small number 
available. One agent said that he avoided advertising 
houses at these lower rents because of the enormous amount 
of time which his staff would waste answering all the en- - 
quiries. Another agent reported that over thirty people 
actually reported at a house advertised for € 6-10-0 per 
week. It was generally agreed that w:eeks, or. even months 
might elapse between house tenancies at f  6 - E 7 per week, 
and tenancies at a lower rent than this would come, along at 
most a very few times a year. Hbuses at f  7 a week or less 
are very infrequently available compared with the urgency 
with which many families "must look for accommodation and 
the very limited opportunities which they have for searching 
for it. The difficulties of house-hunting for the families 
studied are described in more derail below. The task of
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searching is all thb harder because generally estate agents 
do not keep waiting lists. Exceptions mentioned'were con
fined to "specially* recommended tenants" banked by an eih- 
ployer or another known agent, who were likely to be par
ticularly desirable-from the agents' point of view. Few of 
the families living on €20 a week or  Less are likely to rate 
such preference.
Obstacles, in the Search for Housing

Many of the families in this low income range 
attempting* to. find accommodation through agents are severe- 
ly^'handicapped. Because of their responsibility to owners- 
agents .must demand proofs of the reliability of prospective 
tenants. References were mentioned by all the agents inter
viewed as a basic requirernent. It is recognised-that-refer
ences may be worth little (because offriendship, pity or even 
the desire to get rid of an unsatisfactory tenant ,qn the part 
of the referee) but applicants who cannot-produce the required 
references are immediately somewhat suspect, and even 
mord so if they,cannot show-a rent book .or some such evi
dence of .rent-payment.from their previous accommodation. 
Other references commonly requested are those from em
ployers, ba^ks, and firms handling any hire purchase agree
ments. Through th'e Real Estate and. Stock Institute of 
Victoria, member agents can check whether a particular 
applicant is known to be an unsatisfactory tenant.
Lack of Cash Resources

Another requirement which presents a serious pro
blem to families'in the income range considered here is 
.payment of rent in advance. Twp weeks' rent in advance is 
a common requirement, three, weeks' qr a-month's rent is 
often demanded for better quality houses, and a week's rent 
is considered to be a demand sufficiently lenient as to con
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stitute a siroke of luck for the prospective tenant. When it 
is considered, tbnt two w$e^s' rent for even a £7 per iyeek 
dwelling constitutes £14,, thq< best part of a week's earnings 
for families whose weekly requirements leave no margin for 
saving, it is evident that the need for such cash in hand is a 
great obstacle to securing good accommodation. It is 
particularly so for families who are already paying rents 
which take a high proportion of their income. Several fami
lies interviewed mentioned the difficulties of changing 
accommodation even if they were trying to change to a cheaper 
or better standard dwelling. Unless they can borrow-some 
money from relatives and friends, they, may be '"'trapped" in 
their present accommodation until they happen to find a land
lord who will take the minimum payment in advance, br take 
poor quality apartment house rooms where advance rent is 
sometimes waived. One family which had recently moved 
from Perth, with no relatives or friends in Melbourne, des
cribed such an experience) it was only when the' husband's 
employer let them rent a house belonging to him-on the se
curity of the husband's future wages that they were able to 
move from the exorbitantly rented house which -they had 
taken hastily When they arrived in Melbourne..

There are other cash expenses involved in moving. 
Deposits fbr gas'and electricity accounts can easily total £10 
or more, * and probably there is also the cost of hiring a
* Gas deposit is a minimum of E5 and more if the family's monthly bill is likely to 

exceed this amount. Electricity deposits are more variable; a deposit is added 
to an advance service charge of 4 /6 per room for all flats and dwellings likely to 
have a frequent change of occupants, and other factors such as the number of elec
trical appliances being used are also considered; the total deposit may easily he 
between E5 and E10, and though some consumers are fortunate enough to be let off 
lightly, the poorer family in less respectable? accommodation seems* likely to be 
charged mere heavily.
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taxi truck to move belongings. For furnished accbmrhoda- 
tion or for higher standard' accommodation, a " se'curity 
deposit" is sometimes demanded by the* agent (in addition to 
rent in advance)/ against damage to the property or hny* 
breach of tenancy regulations, to be forfeited If'the condi
tions of the tenancy are broken in any way, and not always 
offset against any arrears of rent.
Unwelcome Children

' .The most often mentioned, obstacle to finding accom - 
rnodation Is the reluctance of owners, agents ajid landlords 
to accept young children. This was mentioned by both  ̂
agents and the families interyiewed as a constant problem.
It .is understandable that those responsible for ..the, condition 
of property wish to avoid damage, and young children are a 
risk from this point of view. A number of agents commented 
that their impressions of the "standards" of prospective ten
ant, families may influence them to accept children, but fam
ilies living at a low income level often present an unimpres
sive appearance and so are less able to plead their case than 
more prosperous families. .Among the families interviewed, 
the opposition of landlords to, children was a subject of fre 
quent and often bitter complaint: "They encourage u$ to
populate the country, then you can't,get a house if you- do"*. 
Many of the families interviewed told how they had been re 
fused accommodation because of having too many children.
A number mentioned tiyo.ap the pumt^ep of children which was 
generally acceptable, and it yras a).SQ commented frequently 
that pre-tschool age children were the most.unwelcome. A 
family with four children said that when they were hunting 
for a house, "four children put people off". A deserted 
wife reportpdjthat agents "won't hear of five children", and 
for parents-with evep larger families, the situation becomes
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increasingly difficult. One mother of eight children felt 
that a house at €9-9-0  where she would be allowed to have 
the children wopld be reasonably priced, since she had paid 
€10-10-0 for two different Rouses in the past while her hus
band's earnings varied between €20 and €25. One family 
had offered the owner €9-0-0  &er week instead of th$ adver
tised €8-8-0  per week so that he yvould pot object .to. their 
three young children. One mother had offered to clean the 
stairs and passages of an apartment house without any reduc
tion in rent so that her two- children would be accepted.

Several parents admitted that they had lied to' agents 
about the number of their children. One couple had been 
told by 3n agent that the maximum number of childreh accep
table was two, so the parents underestimated the'number of 
their children by three. The mother went to the agent'p 
office alone each week to pay the rent and feared that they 
would lose the house if the agent found out the truth. An
other couple with seven children said that after many refus
als because of the'number of children, "you give up beihg 
honest", so they had told the agent of their present house 
that they had only four children, none of whom were under 
school age. They thought that after seeing various of the 
children, the agent probably now suspected the truth, but he 
had not made any complaint yet. Another family with five 
children found a house (at €10-10-0) only after searching for 
three months. Their present agent, whom the mother tele
phoned at 5. 30 in the morning to answer an advertisement 
foh a house at €10-0-0 per week, was the first she had found 
willing to accept their five children aged nine years tb six 
months.

It was pointed out a number of times that families 
with a lhrge number of children had little choice of accom 
modation, being forced to take whatever wais Available
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where the children were allowed. There were some sug
gestions that landlords expected to be paid a somewhat 
higher rent if they were prepared to accept children. This 
point is hard to prove because it is most likely true of the 
poorer accommodation found through other channels than 
agents.

One must also keep in mind the practical difficulties 
of house-hunting foh parents with a number of young children. 
Trailing around agents and accommodation with young chil
dren is expensive as well as wearing. A number of mothers 
said that they "just could not go hunting for alternative acc
ommodation while daring for babies and toddlers, and these 
living on the lowest indomes (such as deSOrted wives) shid 
they could not spare any money for fares.

The experience of ihe families studied was summar
ised in numerical form for a number of the points relevant 
here, and the overall figures support individual impressions. 
There was a general tendency for larger families and higher 
rent payments to go together. At the same time there was 
also evidence of a correspondence between large families and 
unsatisfactory accommodation. The average number of 
children in families living in accommodation rafed as "grossly 
unsatisfactory" for their needs was higher than the average 
number of children of those living in "moderately unsatisfac
tory" and "satisfactory" accommodation (4.1 children com
pared with 2. 7 and 3. 0 respectively for the other tivo cate
gories separately or 2. 9 for the other two combined). From 
the housing histories of the families studied, it appeared 
that the families with five or more children had moved fewer 
times than the families with no more than two children (3.1 
moves compared with 4. 0 moves), which seems to support 
the idea that for the various reasons indicated, it is harder 
for the large family to make a change in accommodation
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although they may be living in unsatisfactory conditions. 
Those families who had improved their housing situation * 
over the five year period for which histories were collected 
were with one exception (a large family financially assisted 
by relatives) all families with no more than three children. 
Summary

It is clear that the general shortage and high prices 
of rental accommodation leave low-income families in a 
very unfortunate position. If they cannot pay per week - 
or even more if the family is large - then generally they 
must accept accommodation which falls below present-day 
standards of acceptable housing for families with children - 
either an old sub-standard dwelling or shared accommoda
tion. Furthermore, they may be handicapped by other ob
stacles as well as inability to pay high rents in their search 
for suitable accommodation. If the family has several 
children, cannot produce sufficiently satisfactory references 
and past rent records, and cannot raise a cash sum of €20 - 
€ 30 or more to cover all the expenses of moving, then they 
face great difficulties in securing suitable accommodation. 
They must resort to low standard accommodation in less 
desirable areas from less particular landlords, and are 
likely to get very poor value for the rents which they must 
pay. A record of residence in such accommodation is no 
recommendation for higher standard accommodation and 
may act as a further obstacle to an improvement of housing 
standards. Rents for poorer accommodation may include 
some margin of compensation for less security for the land
lord and perhaps an inconvenience loading in return for 
taking children.
* It was considered an improvement in housing conditions if a family had moved 

from rooms or shared accommodation to self- contained accommodation, from 
rooms or a flat to a whole house, or from rental to purchase.
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Those families most in need of low rents are-jthe 
least likely to be selected by agents who may have occasional 
opportunities to find desirable tenants for owners less con
cerned than most to obtain maximum rents. So far as pri
vate rental housing is concerned, families in the income 
group studied are generally not able to afford market prices 
for suitable accommodation (the effects of paying such prices 
are discussed later) and are, moreover, in a very poor bar
gaining position in the competitive search-for reasonable 
housing.
Victorian Housing' Commission Dwellings

the current contribution of the Victorian Housing 
Commission is discussed in detail later. The point which 
must be made here is that because of the great excess,pf 
demand for Commission dwellings over their supply, and 
the waiting list numbering over 13, 00,0 people in 1963, ren
tal pf a Commission dwelling, cannot bp, seen as a real alter
native for any but a fortunate few of low income families 
with housing problems.

This fact was recognised by the families*interviewed. 
Questions about applications to the Commission brought con
sistently pessimistic comments regarding the chances of* 
being allocated a Housing Commission dwelling. Some 
families had been on the waiting list for several years, 
others who Rad applied more recently had been warned that 
they might have to wait several years, and others^ again had 
not persisted with applications because they had heard how 
long was the waiting list. It was npt only the likely length 
of the wait which worried applicants, but also the uncer
tainty of its .duration, which made .any planning difficult.
A number of .parepts interviewed voiced feelings that two or 
three years, ahead was too far ahead to consider -  "anything
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can happbn in two years" - of, sometimes unrealistically, 
''w e'll have foilnd something for ourselves by'then" or 
"we'll bo able to save Sbme money for our own house by 
then".

The other subject of most comment was the alloca
tion of flats to families. A-number of families had refused 
flats, with greater or less hope of eventually being allocated 
a house. Others reported that they had been told that houses 
were only for sale and only flats could be rented, so they-had 
not put in an application form. A number of deserted wives 
had been told that they could be given a house quickly only if 
they were willing to go to the country, and so had not per
sisted With applications. In a few cases, people expressed 
anxiety about applying for a Commission dwelling while their 
employment prospects were not very bright. One man said 
that he would "need to have a steady job" before applying, 
adding that if they once got behind in rent to the Commission, 
they would "never get another house". Another voiced sim i
lar feelings, saying that "the responsibility" of a Commis
sion home worried him. He wanted to be more "settled" 
and have money for furniture before-he applied. Perhaps 
it seems more shameful to get into arrears to an official 
organisation like the Commission where one's record re 
mains on file, than to a private*landlord. There is reason 
to think that for §uch reasons as these - and particularly 
common knowledge of the very long waiting lists - the actual 
numbers of applicants is an underestimate of those who 
would like, or-need, housing assistance.
* A -small but 'significant unfortunate group are the
families who have rented Commission dwellings at sohie 
stage, have left owing rent, and who therefore cannot be re 
housed by the Commission, at least until they pay the 
arrears of rent. The number of such families increases
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from year to year, as the following figures show. The num
bers of tenants who vacated Copimipsion dwellings during 
each of the last five financial years owing more thhn € 20 in 
rent were as follows:-
1958-59, 504; 1959-60, 484; 1960-61, 314; 1961-62,^378; 
1962-63, 328;' Total: 2008. (10).
Two thousand, families ^n,ay^represent eight or ten thousand 
people, so the nuinber concerned Is  not ihconsideralple and 
will continue to increase^ While many of these may be un
desirable tenants from the Commission's point of view^this 
group cannot be ignored. These families Comb to themotice 
of social welfare organisations, oftep occupying very unsatis
factory* accommodation.. ,

7



48. III. TllE EFFECT^ ON FAMILY
WELL-BEING

A. The Present Situation '
Family life suffers in many ways, from the current 

housing situation. The ill-effects vary according to which 
of the unsatisfactory courses already described is followed; 
but whether they take sub-standard accommpdation, share 
yvith relatives or strangers, or pay high rents which absorb 
too much of their' inconie, loW-income families' suffer very 
real hardship from the present housing position.

'Sub,-standard Physical ̂ Conditions
The great majority of the fahlilte's studied were 

judged to be living in unsatisfactory'physical conditions. 
About a quarter were living in property which was quite 
obviously in need of urgent repairs, and nearer half lacked 
adequate basic amenities for cooking, bathing and washing.

Parents have a very difficult task to keep up reason
able standards of housekeeping and child care under the sub
standard conditions of obsolete dwellings lacking facilities 
which are now considered basic. A number of the families 
visited did not have proper bathrooms or even baths, and so 
had to make various makeshift arrangements for bathing. 
Children were washed in tubs or in the laundry troughs - 
usually with water heated on the stove or in the copper, be
cause where bathing facilities are poor, there is usually no 
hot water service. The parents went to relatives' houses 
for baths, or in two cases visited the City Baths. The 
mother of one family in this situation described her efforts 
to keep her children clean, saying that she heated water 
and washed them every night, but "it 's  not the same as a 
bath". Another mother commented on the difficulty of 
washing children in the laundry troughs in the winter because
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th,e .laundry was open to the backyard and, .therefore yery cold. 
The children were .bathed in the afternoons because it was 
the warmest time of day.

Wheh bathihg'and toilet facilities niust be shared 
with a large number of other people^ the difficulties may be 
even greater. The D. family of fo*ur shared Pne bathfoont 
and one shower with' twenty-two other people. T*he R. fam
ily of five, renting rooms in Fitzroy, shared one shower and 
two toilets ("men" and "women") with Three othbr'familie-s.' 
Another mother counted sixteen people shading one- bathroom 
and one outside toilpt in an unsewered area, which stank so 
revpdtingly that she told ,her children to pse the school toilets 
nearby..

Poor facilities for washing clothe^ and other .laundry 
are .also an obstacle to satisfactory housekeeping and child 
care. A number of mothers complained of a lack of troughs 
and poppers in condition .fit fpr use. Sopie explained how 
they carried laundry to, the homes of relatives because their 
own facilities were inadequate. .For the R, fa,mily mentioned 
above, the only laundry facilities consisted of the ^shower 
Shared by three other families. Drying facilities were, a 
problem for many qf the familiqs living in inner areas, hp 
terrace houses,with tiny backyards, or in apartpient houses. 
The, McP. family mentioned earlie^,. living in onproopi on 
the. t^frd floor of a shop dwelling in Fitzroy, dad to d ry  all 
laundry indoors because there, was,no outdoor space. The 
washing was strung on liqes on the upstairs,landing until it 
had ceased dripping, and then it ya^-hung inside the one 
room in which the three M cP's lived. ^.nothejc-toother with 
three very young children dried all her washing in the two 
acutely crowded rooms which, she rented,- because of a quar
rel With other apartihent House tenants over the use of the' 
clothes-line. Hdrtce these two room s, as well as being so
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crowded with fufniture that there was almost no floor space, 
were also strung *with line's of wet blothes which made the 
atmosphere very damp. When laundry ahd drying facilities 
are shared with other tenants, there.,are.often restrictions 
on the times when thqy can be used-, and when there are 
babies and young children-without a generous supply of nap
pies and clothes, this means great inconvenience and worry. 
When facilities provided are inadequate, the pressure to buy 
washing machines is obviously great, even if this, means a 
farther strain on inadequate .income.

Cooking facilities for some of these families were 
also inadequate. Kitchens wilh out-of-date or worn-out 
equipment were common in the old houses, including one 
where water had to be carried to the kitchen from ah outside 
tap. Families sharing cooking facilities with other tenants 
often suffered constant inconvenience. One mother descri
bed the difficulty of keeping hungry, crying children waiting 
for tea until other tenants had finished using the kitchen, 
adding, "children can't understand these things". The D. 
family living in one third-floor room were fifty-two steps 
from the kitchen shared with other tenants. The wife pre
pared food upstairs, carried it down to cook before the 
other tenants got home from work, then carried it upstairs 
again to be eaten in their room. An open fire "and a gad 
ring were used for minor meals so that she would have to 
use the kitchen only once a day. Such inconveniences are 
a severe handicap to mothers trying to prepare suitable food 
for infants ahd young children, as well a§ a constant source 
of frustration and depression.

Here again fear of annoying landlords and having to 
find other accommodation discouraged tenants ^rom com 
plaining aboht poor facilities and sub-standard conditions.
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One mother who had asked the landlord to mend the copper, 
without success, said that she did not like to press the 
point; "after p.ll, he pan always rent the place to someone, 
eJ,se",.

Sub-standard conditions - peeling paint, leaking 
roofs, poor facilities - are likely to depress and discourage 
women who are faced with housekeeping and caring fo r  chil
dren under such conditions. Some of the families visited 
were to be admired for the way in which parents had main
tained reasonable standards, despite their surroundings, 
but it was not surprising to'see other families where "such 
-sub-standard physical'conditions had resulted in poor stan

dards of care, an atmosphere of apathy and lack* * of interest.
Over-crowding

Among fhe families studied, over half *were living* in 
Overcrowded conditions. There were fam ilies living in 
one room (usually families with only one or twd children, 
but including one family with seven); large families were 
living In accommodation suitable- only for small bhes; two' 
or more families were sharing accommodation meant for 
only one family so as to reduce rent costs; and families-had
* See P. for criteria used in rating families as overcrowded. Information on 

overcrowded dwellings will become obtainable from the 1961 census, but was not 
available at the time of this report. The 1954 census tabulated material on 
"occupied private dwellings classified by number of roorps in conjunction with 
number of inmates". This showed that, for instance, there were in Victoria-in 
1954, living in one-room dwellings, 1400 families of three, 690 families of four, 
210 families of five and so on. In dwellings of two rooms there were 2380 
families'of fottt, 971 families of five, 301 ̂ families of six, and so on. Equivalent, 
information from the 1961 census can later be dompared with fhe 1954 findings. 
Source: Victorian Housing & Associated Demographic Statistics, 1921*t0 i960.

Commonwealth* Bureau of Census and ̂ Statistics,* Victorian Office.
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niOVed in with relatives without sufficient space for them, 
folloWitig'sohle crisis Such as unemployment or desertion. 
Deserted wives were'particularly prominent among the over
crowded families. Their situation is discussed in more de- 
tail at the end of this section.

The D. family were an example of families living in 
oqe room. They had one room of only medium size (perhaps 
12' x 11') into which was crammed a double bed, a ,small 
single bed for the four-year-old girl, a cot fop the two-year- 
old boy, a wardrobe and chest pf drawers, table and chairs, 
and a teleyision set which will be mentioned later. There 
were only a few square feet of floor space left. The D's 
were not a particularly bad example. The M. family with 
seven children in one room was in a far worse position.
They had a large room, but it contained a double bed, two 
single beds, two sofas used for sleeping, and two cots, to
gether with wardrobe, cupboards, table and chairs. The 
mother of this family kept the room very clean and tidy, 
but commented on the difficulty of keeping the atmosphere 
fresh when so many people lived there. She saw little hope 
of moving because her husband was in poor health and irreg
ular employment, so that f  3 per week in rent was the most 
that they could pay.

There were many examples of families living in 
accommodation too small for their needs. In a number of 
interviews it was noted that rooms were "quite full of beds", 
and when bedroom space was insufficient, children had to 
sleep in living rooms, dining rooms, and in one .family even 
in the bathroom, where double dpcker bunk  ̂ accommodated 
two boys. Where two families shared accommodation to 
cut down rent expense, this usually meant children sleeping 
with parents (usually in the same room, occasionally in the
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same bed). The most acutely overcrowded houses were, 
'"those in which relatives had takemin families who were in, 
^difficulties, often with the intention-of temporary,assistance, 
-but sometimes an alternative solution was hard to, find and 
the prospects of the accommodating relatives were bleak. 
Some of their situations,are described later. *

The R. household consisted of a middle-aged couple 
'with two children still of school age, into whose house "had 
moved two married children, together with spbusds and' 
children, because of unemployment. The total numbers in 
the house were eight adults and eight children. Even over
crowded occupation of thrbp bedrooms left two adults to 
sleep on the dining room floor. In another household of 
similar composition, the Slderly parents had"taken in one 
daughter with unemployed husband and Children, also Another 
daughter deserted by her husband, together with her  ̂children.

Under these various circumstances, it- is  obvious 
that standards of "proper" sleeping arrangements*must be 
ignored. Children must sleep,with parents, brothers and 
sisters in the same room even at adolescence, infants and 
toddlers occupy rooms with elderly people, and yarious 
other arrangements deny privacy* to those .concerned- 
In some of the situations seen, there-were-also, gangers to 
physical health. Parents- of children sleeping in ocver- 
crowded. conditions commented on the,impossibility ôF pre
venting, illnesses from spreading apiong them. Ip a^pupober 
of families, babies and young children were getting -f§.r too 
litfle. sleep because they slept in the* same room pp,older 
children, parents-or the television set. The D. parents 

, mentioned earlier, commented on this, difficulty, complaim- 
ing that they could, not get either the four -year - old- or  the 
two-year-old to,go to,sleep before IQ p..m. when the tele
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vision was turned off. In other families the parents suffered 
considerable inconvenience in trying, to ensure'that children 
got adequate-sleep. One mother took it for granted (omitting 
tcf mention this fact until a specific question was asked) that 
she and her husband had to sit in the dark for half an hour 
each evening until their seven-year-old son went-to sleep 
because they had only one rqom. One of the deserted wives 
sharing one room with her four children explained that they 
all, herself included, went to bed at once to avoid disputes 
as to when each should go to bed. yhe psychological impli
cations of some of these physical ^arrangement^ are obvi-. 
ously'complex, and this study can only suggest the problems 
which more intensive study might reveal. Fpi* instance, in 
one family there was a relationship of great ove^r-prptbction 
and over-dependence on the part of mother and seven-year- 
old son, and the situation in which the family lived and slept 
in one room appeared clearly to be reinforcing this situation 
and hindering any development towards the* child's greater 
independence.

Under such cohditions, there is not enough living 
space for the ordinary waking hours activities of a family.
If there is no living room separate from bedrooms, 6r if the 
only living space is a tiny kitchen barely sufficient for table 
and chairs, then n il members of the family will be cramped 
and frustrated in their adtivities. A number of parents 
mentioned their difficulties -in inviting friends into their 
accommodation. The mother of a family of five- living in an 
ancient three-room  terrade dwelling, with-a very tidy kit
chen-living room, commented on her difficulties id nerving 
meals to her own family, andliow impossibly crowded it be
came when any visitdrg squeezed idto the room. 'Several of 
the parents living in rooms in- apartment''Houses said that 
they did not feel that they could invite 'visitors in, either be
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cause the lapcftrord. disapproved, of visitors, <-or bpeausb they 
themselves felt-too ashamed pf.thei^ surroundings r One 
father in such a situation sp.id how he'.d.like to.be able to 
invite friends ^'for tea ,or-Sunday dimmer" but "you canjt in
vite, people here", and .indeed it was all they could dp. to 
provide sitting space for, the'interviewer. One deserted 
wife had-explained to her landlord, that she was expecting, u 
visitor when tiie .interviewer-was due to arrive, because he 
discouraged her from inviting anyone in. In fact, she-never 
invited anyone in, and she never visited anyone. Her. con
tacts with other adults .appeared to go no further, than a casual 
word in, the local shops..* Living in one room ,, she, did not 
even have enough housework to keep her busy. *

In many o f  the families visited, the children suffered 
very greatly from an acute lack of space to play*either in
doors or outdobrs. Terrace houses in* the Inner suburbs 
.gen&rally h,ave very small backyards, where the washing, 
the outside toil§t and tbe woodshed leave little space for 
playing. Families sharing a house of better standard With 
a garden may be faced with a different problem, that of a 
landlady or a relative who does not' Want her garden spoiled 
by .children, and so restrictions must be imposed fob a 
different reason. -Families living in rooms'in inner subur
ban apartment "houses had particularly poor-conditions for 
play. Children could not be allowed to play*ln passages* or 
hallways because this annoyed other tenants-, which left a 
choice of the crhmped accommodation which the'family'ren
ted, ,or Somewhere outside. "Sards'are very small, and 
may be out *of bounds because they are filled with clothes 
drying, and so the street or the back lane is the only alter
native*. If the streets -are busy and mothers are Worried 
about accidents, they mhy have to try to keep active young
sters in cramped indoor spUce.
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One interview-tbok place in just-'such a-'situation, 
where a mother wag trying tomUkea four-year-old sit 
still and do nothing instead of running round the room o f 
climbing on the Chairs. This particular little boy was 
more-fortunate than many, because a truck driver friend of 
the-family took him oUt each afternoon on His truck. The 
mother said she did not knoW hoW She would have managed 
otherwise. Another 'mother living with boys of- seven and 
five years in one room explained that in summer they "half* 
lived in the park", but in winter there was*nowhere to go 
and they had to Stay in theroom .  ̂ She* described how the 
younger boy had paced up and down the room, gayihg " i 'l l  
go mad in here"*. Another child of nine liVihg in an up
stairs room with hip parents was not allowed tp go into the 
street because of traffic and undesirable company. The 
previous summer the mother had got the landlord's per
mission to put up a little plastic wading poql ip the tiny con
crete backyard of the apartment house, but jn-winter the 
child had to stay in the upstairs rQopi. In qither case he 
seemed to spend little of his leisure time with othpr children. 
The relatively fortunate children were thosp who were able 
to spend most of their playtime at the homes, of friends-who 
had space ip which to, play. One family in which the father 
was a railways eipploype took the opportunity- of concession 
fares occasionally and took their four children out into the 
country for the day to "let off steam", but such a remedy 
would not be financially possible for mpst families on a low 
income. Another mother described how when her family of 
five children had lived in two rooms, two ofthe children 
(age,d four and,two) had frequently wandered away from home. 
Finally the parents had moved to larger accommodation, a 
two-bedroom house with a yard which took nearly half of 
their income in rent, and the children had ceased to wander.
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The.ynothe#* commented anxiously "they must be more conr 
tented - it!slworth the rent". In another overcrowded ,u - 
homer, the-mother commented "the placP sePfnb to get 
smaller aS the children get bigger"

Television upppars as a life saver to both parents 
and children living in cramped conditions. Therp were 
comments from parents* - including thu,mother of seven 
children,aH, living in one room - on the blppsing of T. jn 
keeping the children quiet and still. For the parents, too, 
it ip a relief. The D's living,in one room were slightly,. . 
apologetic ahput their teleyision -s.et,, but the ,father said  ̂
'̂ we*d* gq mad* he re if it-wasn't for the T. V.." The* pound or 
so weekly which,obtains a television set on hire purchase 
would not be enough to make any really significant change in 
the, standard of accommodation which the family could afford.

Lack of opportunities for normal play is,,likely to be 
harmful in itself to children, but unfortunately it is often 
accompanied by continual badgering,, slapping and threaten
ing from parents, who, ar,e fearful of complaints from other 
tenants and from landladies or agents. The R. family 
mentioned earlier,, living in two rooms with two school-age 
children and one pre-r school fourryepjr-old^ .frustrated this 
situation. The interview was punctuated with slaps, threats 
and apologies to the landlady when the child* made a noise In 
the corridor. Threats and punishment were perhaps alt the 
more forceful to impfbss ihe landlady withfito mother's 
good- intensions. The mother recounted,her successful 

'handling of another child's screaming fit a few nights  ̂
earlier. She suspected that the daughter was "blackmailing" 
her, knowing that she would be fearful of upsetting the land- 
l^ ly f but finally,sho ^topped her scream ingly threatenmg 
to "put.her inThp outside shower*with tl;o rafs"., yiie^mother



added with relief that there had been no screaming fits 
since.

Another mother, Mrs. A.., was more aware of the 
possible effects of such â  situation on the child. She* dis
cussed her fears that the landlady would get fed up with 
the child, and said she had to "shush him all the time".
She said that as a result the boy was very ner*vy, and re 
counted how a doctor had told heir "his nerves are shattered". 
Another mother with some insight into the situation described 
how her two boys did not "le*ad a normal life". She could 
not encourage themfto do th'ingg fOr themselves, "but had to 
supervise diem in everything they did and never leavd therh 
alone for fear they got into mischief and annoyed the land
lord. She look them with her wherever she went, even to 
making them stand outside the toilet door. IShe shid they^ 
were becoming "mollycoddled" but felt this was unavoidable.

Ih other cases parents expressed anxiety about the 
influence of other tenants on theih children, mentioning 
drunkenness and foul language in particular. Families with 
higher standards than the surrounding tenants worried about 
the examples seen by their children, as well as suffering 
personal humiliation from their surroundings. A number of 
parents living in rooms complained of quarrels with other 
tenants. One husband said; "You can^t help getting into 
fights. You want to use the copper and someone else is 
using it, so you ask her to take her clothes out . . . you can't 
get on with everyone ih the place". His wife* was at that 
time not' speaking to one woman who was believed to have hit 
her son.

The loss of privacy and independence involved in 
sharing facilities is felt very acutely by some families, and 
one response is*withdrawal. Mrs. A ., mentioned earlier, 
was preoccupied with fears Of her landladyknowiiig her

58. THE' EFFECTS ON FAMILY WELL-BEING
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misfortunes, and said that she avoided speaking to, her as 
much,as possible "hut sometimes" she said with a,trapped 
expression, "you get caught, and she asks questions".
This particular interview was conducted in whispers, and 
Mrs. A. was terrified lest the interviewer's'car bear some 
mark of identification. She was constantly worried about 
offepding the landlady - "You're on thin ice the whole time".

.When accommodation is shared by related families, 
the problems are somewhat different. personal relation
ships have a greater influephe on the responses to .physical 
conditions apd there is less opportunity to withdraw behind, 
a barrier of aloofness. Several mptheps of families shar- 
iqg housing with relatives discussed* the difficulties^# dis? 
ciplining children - inconsistency of handling hy different 
adults - ".they've got too many bosses''^ the reluctance of 
parents to .chastise in front of ether relatives, the oppor
tunities, of children to play,one adult off against another.
One mother .believed that her children's-sbhool work had 
Suffered since-they had lived with her husband's parents.

f  he implications of sharing agcoipipod^tion for, 
inter-persbnal relationships requires deeper study, but - 
clubs to further problems emerged? ! The same mother 

'.felt that her husband's- Self-honfidehce had been ^damaged by 
his inability t(y-provide a separate home -for his family,* ahd 
she suggested that there was some link* between this situa
tion and his increased kirinking. A young wife complained 
df lack of opportunity* to talk^Srith her Hhsband; "there 
nlways^seehls to'be sohiddne listening", She* said. One 
family was in a- state hi hold war, with the grandmother re 
fusing to speak to her son-in-law or to eat in the same room. 
The humiliating position of some of the deserted wives 
taken pi by relatives is mentioned later.
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High Rents
From the information already given concerning 

current housing costs oh the ohe hand, and the financial re 
sources of large number's of families on the other, it is 
obvious that many iamilies must be paying far more than 
they can afford on housing.

It has been widely accepted that one-fifth of the 
earnings of a low wage earner is the maximum which should 
be spent on housing. In the case of families dependent on 
social service benefits, the proportion should be lower still. 
One-fifth of €20 is €4, of €18 it is & 3-12-0, of €16 it is 
€3-4-0 , of €10 only €2. Even for €4 weekly, all that a 
family- can obtain on the current rental market is one room, 
or a share in accommodation occupied by others.

In fact, most low income families pay far higher pro
portions of their incomes.In rent, ,Of; the families referred 
through welfare organisations (43% of whom wepe currently 
dependent on benefits),, abput 80% were paying more than a 
fifth of their income on housing, 70% were paying more than 
a quarter and over *50% over a third of their incomes. *

The proportions of income being spent on housing 
were calculated for certain other groups of low income fam
ilies also. For twenty-six families with male wage earners 
and an average income of €17-11-3 who consulted the Social 
Service Bureau of the Brotherhood of St. Laurence during 
June 1963, excluding Housing Commission tenanta, the aver
age proportion of income being spent on accommodation was 
33%. This represepts an average payment of €5-15-10

* According to common usage, child endowment has not been included in "income" 
for these calculations.
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weekly, indicating very low standards of housing^ Calcula
tions were also made for a group of over two hundred appli
cants for Family Assistance from the Social Welfare ̂ Depart
ment-.(1)-. O f this group,, four-fifths were families without 
a male, wage earner. The rest of the.families were, on some 
fotm of statutory benefit such as unemployment or sickness 
benefit, invalid*pension or some ex-seryice pension. Of 
allthede families over .half were paying more than one-fiffh 
of their income on accommodation. Of the remainder,, the 
great majority were either living with relatives or living in 
Housing Commission dwellings on a rebated rent, and a few 
were purchasing. Only 10% of the total were in privately 
rented accommodation for which they were pot paying over 
one-fifth of.their income, and-the majority of these were 
families with.less than four children. Although all these 
families were on very meagre inqorp.es, 1,3% of .thos,e renting 
were, paying over balf of their incomes on rent.

When rents are High and can barely be managed while 
earnings are regular^, there is no margin for saving, and any 
interruption of earnings means a serioiM crisis. In fnany of 
the family histories* studied, fluctuations in employrhent'had 
led to housing* crises and often loss' of accommodation. Loss 
of a job, an accident, mental or physical illness, any of 
thesb circumstances are.lively to cause an immediate crisis 
regarding rent payment.

The implications of an unemployment or sickness 
crisis are all the more serious because,of the waiting period 
of seventeen days before the first payment is made. The in
troduction of small-emergency paymehts by* the Social Wel
fare Department in November 1963 does not solve this pro
blem, because the maximum payment is f  1 0 , which would at 
most cover food for the waiting period.
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Families are therefore likely to-accumulate twb* or . 
three weeks of rent arrears before' eveh. regular benefits are 
available, aiid then the incdih'e from benefits is insufficient 
for all necessary weekly expenses and so a Choice probably 
has to be made between payment of rent and payment of 
other basic expenses such as food bills, gas and electricity.
If the landlord or agent is thought to be at all lenient, then it 
is the rent which is allowed to fall behind, though catching 
up on arrears will be hard enough on an income which nor
mally leaves no margin. Often, even with every effort to 
keep up the rent, it just cannot be met durihg a pebiod of un
employment or sickness. It follows from the earlier .account 
of the great difficulties of finding reasonably priced accom
modation that when unemployment or sickness befalls the 
breadwinner, the family cannot make a rapid change to cheap
er accommodation. In the present market situation, accom 
modation cost is a relatively inflexible item. If accommoda
tion .cost amounts to almost the .total income from benefits, 
then obviously it cannot be met, and arrears are accumulated 
or the family leaves the premises, perhaps moving in. yrit&. 
relatives. If there is any hope of keeping up with rent, and 
if there are no relatives or friends offering alternative shel
ter, then rent may be paid while the family goes seriously 
short of other items, including food. The longer the period 
of dependency on benefits, the greater the difficulty. A 5  
pointed out earlier, for a family purchasing a home, loss of 
earnings may mean not only a move, but very distressing 
personal and financial loss.
The Effects of High Rents on Other Expenditure

When rents absorb too high a proportion of income, 
families spend less than necessary on other items. Those 
paying a high proportion of their income on accommodation
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were-asked -what other expenses were most cut down as a 
result. The items most frequently mentioned were food, 
clothing and shoes. It was frequently commented that "the 
rent -has to* be paid first - you* have got to have a roof ever 
your head", and that other items had to be met-frond what 
was leftbver. Many of .the ,families visited were spending
less oh food than the amounts indicated by*diet studies <afs 
the minimum foriteaPthy diet. * When less than Els-10-0 
per head is available for food, then there is likely to be 
some deficiency of diet (especially since few housekeepers 
are as efficient as theoretical budgets) and when only El or 
less per head is available, then diet cannot be adequate.
In some cases studied - including famqliep dependent on bene
fits and large families dependent on low wages - payment for

)

* Estimates obtained from a group of professional dietitians, in Noyember, 1963 were: 
economical diet for an adult doing sedentary work - E l-13-4, for an adult doing 
heavy work - E2-2-4, for a six-year-old child - E l-9-6 weekly,
A low-cost food budget prepared by the New South Wales Department of Health, 
calculated according "to food costs as at 1st June, 1960 (used in survey "Widows in
Australia" by Jean Aitken-Swan) reads as'follows: 

Man  ̂ . . . . E l-16- 3 weekly

Woman . . . . E l-11- 5i weekly

Pregnant and lactating womari . . . E2- 4- 2  ̂ weekly

Children:-
7 - 1 2  months . . . . El- 4- 9 .weekly
1 *- 4 years 
5 - 8 years 
9 - 1 2  years

Boys:-
13 - 15 years 
16 -  19 years 

Girls:-
13 - 19 years

El- 5- 7 weekly 
El- 8- 8 weekly 
E l-15- 9 weekly

E2- 2- 2  ̂ weekly 
E2- 5- 2 weekly

Eli 16- 8 weekly
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accommodation left no more than €1 or €l-5-s0-per head for 
alLpther expenditure. This does not even leave enough for 
adequate food, without making any allowance for-other neces
sities such as fares, gas, electricity and fuel, clothing and 
footwear, household equipment, medical and dental expenses, 
insurance and hospital benefits payments. In such situa
tions, families must ask for assistance from welfare organi
sations, or else accumulate debts, including rent arrears.

One family of five (the R 's) had recently arrived 
from another State, and had taken two rooms, with use of 
facilities, for € 6  per we$k including gas and electricity.
The liusband failed to find work, and at the time of the inter
view the total income of the family was €9-7-6  unemploy
ment benefit, plus 25 /- child endowment. The rent had to 
be paid or the family would have been forced to leave their 
accommodation and they had no relatives or friends in 
Melbourne who could put them up. A total of only €4-12-6 
was left for food and all other expenses for a family of five. 
The mother explained how she bought the week's supply of 
meat in the form of a "1 0 /-  tray" at closing time on Saturday 
morning, then cooked it all at once because there was no re 
frigerator or ice chest available. One family with five 
children, paying € 1 0 - 1 0 - 0  rent out of the husband's wages 
of €17 (less €3 fares) plus a boarder's contribution of € 6 , 
had only €11-15-0 including-child endowment with which to 
feed eight people and buy all other necessities.

A deserted wife with five children paying €7-7-0  
rent out' of benefits of €12-15-0 was temporarily helped by 
having her sister staying with her and sharing expenses, but 
could still buy less than two pints of milk a day for her fam
ily. The mother of another family with four children pay
ing €7-10-0 out of €17 earnjLngs said that she had to buy food
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from day to day, according to her resources. Generally 
she bought only 1-jhpihtS of "milk a ddy and by the end'of the 
week theyhte ''Ships and onions" which the husband, a 
driver*, whs able to obtain without cost. AnotherdeseYted 
wife, Mrs. D ., paying €4-1*0- 6  Yent'out o f f  7-12-6 benefits 
said that What was left-over was not even sufficient for food 
and milk for herself and two very young children. A family 
with five children with ghrnisheed earnings of  ̂1-3 Clear'Was 
clearly unable to cover essential expenses when the rent 
was* € 6 - 1 0 - 0 .

the other item most frequently mentioned as affected 
by high rents was clothing, and particularly fbotwear.

-  Many of,the families studied said that they obtained second
hand, clothing from relatives, friends, second-hand shops or 
i^el^re agencies. Shoes were a greater problem because 
they'were- seldom Obtainable except through buying them new. 
"Shbes are a nightmare" Said a deserted wife-With two school- 
age boys/ while the ihother Of the B. family mentioned* above 
said* "It'S either ted or shoes - it sounds ridibuious in this 
day and age, but it Is true". When expenditure of child en
dowment* was discussed, shoes were ond of the items m ost' 
frequently mentioned, the other being overdue* bills* for gas, 
electricity and-other debts.

Unpaid bills were mentioned -frequently; bills for gas, 
electricity, furniture on hire purchase, medical and hospital 
bills, local rates and road-making. There was also the 
problem of fares for job hunting in the case of the unemployed 
wage* earner, or for other important journeys such as ̂ visit
ing a sick child in hospital. One man living in St. Kilda 
Stateddhat he walked to town job hunting because he could not 
afford -fares, and another commented that fares prevented 
him-from job hunting beyond the inner suburbs, even-if there*
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were good prospects further out. A nufnber of families dis
cussed the impossibility pf obtaining furniture th&y needed 
except on very low weekly payments or through-welfare o r 
ganisations. A number had failed to keep up with weekly 
payments and so had lost furniture by repossession. The 
difficulty of replacing worn-out household equipment su-ch as 
blankets, sheets and towels was also raised. School expen
ses such as books and uniforms were another worry. One 
deserted wife, with two school-age boys, spending f5-1D-0 
out of  ̂1 2 - 1 0 - 0  on rent, described how she had had to refuse 
her son the cost of a school excursion, and how disappointed 
and embarrassed he had been to be unable to take part.
Mrs. R ., mentioned earlier, paying f  6 out of unemployment 
benefit for rooms, had not been able to pay even a bill of 
1 2 / -  for school books.

Few of the parents interviewed even raised the'mat
ter of entertainment expenses, except in the form of pay
ments on T. V. Questions abotit expenditure oh entertain
ment, holidays and leisure pursuits brought various respon
ses from bitterness to resignation because they could not 
think of spending money on such items. One father said 
that he had been to the football the previous Saturday, but 
that was the first time in three years because he could not 
afford it. One deserted wife said that she had no T. V. or 
wireless, and had last been to the cinema two years ago. 
Another deserted wife leading a very isolated existence, 
unable to afford the fares to go out, said that the gift of a 
wireless from a welfare agency had made^her a ^ittle less 
lonely and depressed. '

A few families had owned cars and had had to sell 
them because they could not afford running expenses. One 
was the R. family who were paying f  9 out of R21 on the pur
chase of their house. The wife of this family commented
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on the pleasures which-all the family members had to sacri
fice-. Her husband had lost, his car; she could never go Tout 
and had to go without T. V .; while the children had to go 
without swpOts,. toys and books. When income is insuffici
ent to .cover-even the basic nebessities, to buy. anything on 
impulse^ to buy anything for extra comfort or for enjoyment, 
means debt or*deprivation of the basic items.
Deserted Wives and Widows

The housing problems of families without a male 
head.aremoh essentially different from,those of other low- 
income groups., but the position of this group, is particularly 
acute and illustrates very clearly the effects of the current 
situation both.ip physical and in mental or emotional terms.

Families without a male wage earner, both among 
the families studied and- in other groups known to the 
Brotherhood of St. Laurence and Citizens Welfare *Service, 
were* spending less on average than other low-income fami
lie s  bn accommodation. Their average expenditure o f  ' 
round €4-15^0 indicated Very pobr standards of housing, 
while at* the same time representing too high a'proportion of 
their very low income .-

Arnong the deserted,wives and widows jstudied, those 
who were renting separate accommodation were all paying 
prices which left them insufficient money fop other-necessi- 
ties. For instance, Mrs. N ., .a deserted wife with two boys 
aged nine-and six years, was paying €4-10-0 out of € ip - 1 0 .-0 , 
benefits weekly for -one room and use of facilities. She 
explained-her expenditure in detail, showing that in winter 
her whole income was heeded to ddver rent, gas, food and 
fuel, in summer the money not spent on fuel she used to 
try to keep the boys in clothes and footwear. She expressed
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great anxiety about the future, saying that as thp boys grew 
older, they wbuld eat more and would not be satisfied with 
soup instead of a meat course several nights a week. An
other deserted wife with five children was paying f  6 per 
week out of f 12-17-6 benefits for two rooms on opposite 
sides of a passage, plus a tiny kitchenette. It was quite 
impossible for her to feed and clothe her family on the re 
mainder, and so from time to time she had to obtain help 
from welfare organisations.

The greater number of deserted wives and widows 
visited were sharing accommodation with relatives and 
friends. Most of them had moved in with these existing 
households immediately following desertion. Generally 
they were better off financially than those renting separate 
accommodation, * but other problems arose from the ex
pedient of sharing. In a few cases only, the sharing 
arrangements suited the other parties quite well. In one 
case two deserted wives, mother and daughter, shared a 
rather dingy outer suburban shop dwelling for f  5 per week, 
while in another case a sister also dependent on social ser
vice benefits shared with the deserted wife the rent of €7 
weekly for an old terrace house, over-crowded and lacking 
adequate facilities. In the majority of these cases, how
ever, the sharing arrangements involved discomfort for all 
concerned, and showed great kindness or tolerance on thb 
part of those giving this assistance.

* The average amount paid by the 4 families who were living with relatives and con
tributing towards rent was £3-15-0. There were also 10 familiesivho -were living 
with relatives or friends without paying any contribution towards rent. The 5 
families who were sharing rent equally with co-tenants paid an average £3-9-8. 
These figures are considerably lower than ,the average of nearly £5 paid by the 23 
families renting rooms, while average rents for. houses were considerably higher 
again.
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. Some' apparentlypnshtisfactory arrangements were 
being,accepted with great, patience by all those involved/ 
Onemomposite household consisted of an elderly greaEt- 
grandmother, grandmother and two .-young single aunts, into 
which had moved a young* deserted wife and her two-year- 
old daughter. At the time of the interview the two-year-old 
was sleeping in the same bed as the'great-grandmother, 
with another aunt in-the same room, while the deserted 
wife had moved into her mother's room. No one'showed 
any resentment over the situation, however; and the deser
ted wife recognised that she could not" afford to rent, separate 
accommodation froip her-weekly earnings of 9-14-0. She 
was paying her mother only &4 per, week board for herself 
and the two-year-old. Another deserted wife with three, 
children had, been taken in by friends, at their own expense, 
though this meant cramming extra beds in the bedrooms 
with an overflow of one child into the living room. The only 
future plan which this woman had was Housing Commission,, 
accommodation^ for which she was resigned to moving to 
the country, but she did not know how long she would have 
to wait.

In several cages the deserted mpther and three or 
four children had to sleep in one room, whatever their ages 
and sexes. Perhaps the,most overcrowded situation, and
one which was a source of great tension amf conflict,was one 
in which seven childreh were sleeping ip one room, cramm
ed in b*y means of triple bunks, while the .eighth child .of the 
family slept on an unenclosed open front verandah. This 
family had lived with the mother's parents for five years, 
with a Short period away'when the father emerged briefly 
from prison. The deserted wife herself said that the situ
ation was very difficult, and reported that the grandparents 
were "fed up" too. Thebe was not enough sleeping space, 
living space or play space, and the situation was wearing to
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everyone's nerves. The grandmother got tired of the situ
ation frequently, threatened to "turn them out", and accused 
the mother of not looking hard enough for alternative accom 
modation. The children took sides between the mother and 
grandmother, having "too many bosses". Despite these 
stresses and strains, the mother felt that there was no alter
native but to stay there until her husband was out of gaol and 
earning again, because her enquiries for accommodation 
had not found anywhere she could take eight children for less 
than &9-9-0 per week.

Several of the deserted wives living with relatives 
expressed their dissatisfaction with such an arrangement, - 
but said that they could not afford any alternative. One of 
those in this situation was Mrs. M ., the mother of two 
small boys, who had hired a caravan for €4 a week and 
parked it at the house of her sister and brother-in-law. She 
and the boys slept in the caravan but ate in the house with 
her sister's family, paying the sister & 2 per week for food 
(which represented a loss for the sister). The brother-in- 
law showed his resentment and hostility, and Mrs. M. felt 
humiliated by the situation. However, when she had taken 
a flat she had found that she could not make ends meet and 
so returned to the caravan arrangement. Out of her earn
ings of €11-7-0 she had to pay €4 for the caravan, €4 for 
child-minding and €2 for food, leaving only €1-7-0  for fares, 
clothes and all other expenses for herself and the two boys.
It is hard to see how she could have managed without her 
sister's assistance.

It is quite clear from the study of these low-income 
families that family well-being suffers in many ways from 
the current housing situation. In sub-standard accommo
dation, parents face constant handicaps and discouragement
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in -attempting tb care for their families; while in over
crowded land shared acdommodation, nil members* of'the 
family are likely to suffer frbni lack of privacy; lack of 
space for leisure activities -=* which is* particularly hbrd on 
children -* constant inconvenience and* irritation arising 
from the sharing of facilities, and the heightening of per
sona! tension-^ by this kind of environment. ^

It is clear also that current market rents, which con
stitute too high a proportion of tow wages and of all forms of 
Social, service benefits, -mean that low income families not 
only have to go without many items accepted as part of a 
propey-standaiyi^of liying today, but often find it difficult-!o 
cover even the basic necessities of food, shelter and clothing.
B. The Eong-Term Effects

What are the long-term effects of the situations which 
have been described? What kinds of family life develop as 
fanAilies t^y-to deal, over many years, withd market situa
tion in "which* they* cannot afford'decent housing? The case 
study method used here allowed family histories to be* 
followed bver considerable periods of timb.
A Series of Makeshifts

Many of these families had never occupied satisfa'c- 
tory accommodation, but had moved from one makeshift 
arrangement to another. The S. family, consisting of 
parents and one seven-year-old son,' had over a period of 
eight yehrs lived in* a succession ofroom s, usually one 
room with use oi facilities, at prices between &3-10-0 and 
E4-10-0 per week, and almost always in the areas of Fitzroy 
or Richmond. Usually-accommodation had been found 
through personal contact - through a relative or friend, or
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through a chance, conversation in the street, #ien by.direct 
arrangement with the landlady. Another family, a young 
couple with one child and another expected, had lived in at 
least six different places during the two years of their 
marriage. Two of these moves represented periods with 
relatives after being asked to leave accommodation, once 
because of rent arrears which accumulated when the husband 
lost his job, and the other time because their landlord ob- ^
jected to the prospect of two children. Two of the moves 
represented "room s" - two rooms for €3-10-0 and €4-10-0 
respectively in Dandenong. The only house which they-had ^
rented - also in Dandenong - had been €8-15-0, and this 
they had to vacate after three months because of arrears.
Their Accommodation at the time of the interview was a 
flat of three rooms with washing and laundry facilities 
shared, on the outskirts of Dandenong, for €5-5-0 .

The C. family with five children, had lived in five 
different places over the past five years. These included 
a father-in-law's garage, a dwelling behind a shop and two 
larger houses at higher rents which the C's could pay only 
by taking in boarders. This system had worked .fairly well, 
but at the time of the interview there was an acute financial 
crisis because one elderly boarder had died and the other 
had gone to hospital, leaving the C's with a rent of €10-10-0 
to pay out of earnings of €17 less €3 fares. The H. family 
had lived with in-laws for four years, then shared an elderly t,
man's house for four years, and later rented for €5 a week 
two rooms, not even next door to each other,, with no other 
cooking facilities than an open grate. By the time of the , 
interview they had rented a bupgalow behind p. relative's 
house for €4 a week. The father of this family esyped 
€15-17-0 a week and his wife had been ilk Even with only 
one child he could not afford to pay the market price for a 
rented house.
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The rate of mobility of* some oi these families was 
"strikingly high. Some moved from' one side of the city to 
the other, others within'a very small area. One ^family 
with one child had lived in fourteen different places over 
the last five years, all in the St. Kilda - Elwood area, and 
all in the &5-0-0 to f 5-10-0 price range. At least some 
of the moves lhad been dde to rent arrears. The' implica
tions of such frequent moves for children are serious.
Their schooling must be handicapped, their friendships 
must be interrupted, and the security and stability of their 
childhobd must suffer. ,
Dependence .on Relatives

The provisionof emergency accommodation by rela
tives appeared as a. very important part e f  the housing 
pattern of many families who could not. afford market prices 
for suitable-accommodation. The majority of families- 
studied had at some time during, the past five-years .stayed 
with relatives, usually following a crisis-or misfortune o f 
some kind - loss of a job, sickness, arrep.rs.qf rent, accu
mulation of debts. For some families this assistance re 
presented a hidden subsidy, and accounted for the apparent 
excess of expenditure over income. They were not- in fact 
able to meet theih commitments from current income and 
aff&r a time became overwhelmed by them, moving in with 
relatives and living Aiore cheaply than as a separate House- 
hold unt'il-the situation had stabilised somewhat? This 
alternation between maintenance of a separate household 
and*"doubIing-up" with'long-suffering -relatives Who usually 
received little financial recompense, appeared in the hous
ing histories'of a number of'families with incomes which 
were unstable or inadequate in relation to the requirements 
of the-family. The"relatives mbst often mentioned as pro-
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viding emergency shelter - often with great inconvenience 
and discomfort - were the parents of either husband, or wife 
of the family being considered, though sisters, brothers 
and other relatives were also mentioned. Older relatives 
have probably passed the period of heaviest financial com
mitment and are therefore able to. bear some of the finan
cial strain, even if their income is not appreciably higher.

Several families had shared the expenses of accom 
modation with relatives on an equal basis for long periods 
of time. The M. family, with four children, and an in dome ^
of about € 2 0  from the father's taxi driving, had shared a 
series of houses with the husband's parents over the past 
five years, after they lost a Housing Commission house 
when the husband was unemployed. The wife discussed the 
problems of such an arrangement and expressed dissatisfac
tion with it, but stated that sharing of expenses seemed the 
only alternative to living in cramped rooms. She pointed 
out that eating together with in-laws was easier than keeping 
the children waiting for their meals because other tenants 
were using shared cooking facilities.

Another family with four children, where the father 
was epileptic and unemployed at the time of interview, had 
shared a total of nine different dwellings with relatives 
during the past five years. Usually with a sister-in-law 
and family, occasionally with a mother-in-law, they had 
shared houses in a variety of suburbs, contributing about ^
€5 per week in rent. On one occasion five different re 
lated families together tried to buy a house, using a  ̂ de
posit the € 300 which an elderly relative had been given as s
compensation for leaving a slum house. However, two of 
the husbands concerned became unemployed, and purchase 
had to be discQntinued. The wife commented that '.'it was
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rather overcrowded anyway". At the time of interview 
this family occupied one of a pair of attached terrace houses 
sharing a common bathroom, toilet and laundry at the rear. 
The other terrace house was occupied by the w ife's sister 
and her family, while the wife's mother lived in the same 
street. The pattern was still one of frequent mutual help.
Break-up of Families

Families who do not have relatives able and willing 
to take them in when an emergency arises, may face the 
possibility of breaking up if they lose their accommodation 
and cannot find - or cannot afford - another place quickly. 
There is no provision in Melbourne of emergency shelter 
where a family can take refuge while hunting for alterna
tive accommodation. There may be no other alternative 
for parents but to place children, either through unofficial 
channels by a welfare organisation, or through the Social 
Welfare Department.

Tvvq families interviewed admitted to having placed 
children in institutions temporarily because they were un
able to provide suitable homes for them. The.causative 
factors,in such cases are oftep complex, and it is-not pos
sible to say that housing was the only factor involved, but 
it,was,a piajor factor. One family with seven children- 
moved from the country to Melbourne at a time when the 
.father yras already unemployed and they had no money in 
hand. The parents placed the children in the Social Welfare 
.Department Receiving Centre for a few weeks and lived in 
one toom  pented for €4-10-0 while they looked for employ
ment and accommodation. After under-stating the number 
of children to an agent, they took a furnished house at 
€9-5-0 per week. The husband's*basic earnings were only 
€ 2 0 , but at the time of the interview he was able to work
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overtime and so pay this rent. He commented that if the 
overtime was reduced, he would be "really in trouble", 
and would face another crisis. These parents felt very up
set at having let the children be separated from them but 
saw no other course of action at the time.

The fear of "losing the children", sometimes allied 
with misapprehensions about the child welfare authorities, 
appeared to be influencing the behaviour of certain parents. 
The N. family was one example. The N's had seven chil
dren, one of whom was still in a boys' home, and three 
others of whom had spent some time in institutions. The 
N's had just secured, at the time of the interview, a very 
ramshackle but large terrace house in North Carlton at 
f  1 1 - 1 1 - 0  per week, an unrealistic commitment in view of 
Mr. N's earnings of f  19-18-0 per week, interrupted ffom  
time to time by asthma attacks. Their explanation of this 
action was "you've got to have a roof over the children's 
heads, otherwise the police can pick them up". They had 
been afraid of losing the younger children again and now ex
pressed the optimistic hope that they would be able to bring 
home the one child still placed in an institution. The in
formation obtained about this family's history suggested a 
very unstable pattern, and a very complex web of cause 
and effect. However, it did seem that fear of a further 
break-up of the family had been one of the reasohs why 
these parents had taken on such a rash commitment. Other 
parents, in describing their housing experience over the 
past few years, mentioned times when they had felt desper
ate because they could not find suitable accommodatioh and 
thought they might have to "put the children in homes".
Low Standards of Living

On the other hand, some families had adjusted to 
high rents by cutting all other expenses to a very low stan-
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dard of*living. For instance, the O. family, with three 
children and-an income of € 2 0  clear from the husband's 
earnings as a life insurance salesman, had paid rents of 
€8-8-0 to R10-10-0 over the past five years. The wife 
said that they managed to live on the remainder, though 
they could not have spent on food sufficient for an adequate 
diet, and-she adnditted that they "generally got the final 
notice!' before any bills were paid. Many of the families 
were resigned to spending one-third or more of the family 
income on accommQdation, cutting other essential items 
accordingly. When asked "What can you afford to pay for 
housing and,, still have enough le^t for other things?!', some 
of the replies gave figures which in fact left quite inadequate 
sums for ot^ier expenditure. For instance, one deserted 
wife with two children said that she could "afford" to pay 
€3-10-0 out of €7-12-6 benefits on rent, while another with 
fiye children gave the figure of €5 out of €12-17-6 benefits. 
In several large families living on earnings of between €14 
and € 1*8 weekly, parents said they could "afford" €,& weekly 
though this did not in fact leave sufficient money per head 
for other essentials. These comments show how condi
tioned many families are by current housing costs, so that 
they take for granted that their whole standard o f  living 
must be, depressed by high rents.
Future Prospects

The future prospects of most of these families were 
very bleak. !Some seemed likely to continue to move from 
one makeshift arrangement to another, without any real rise 
in housing standards. In such circumstances, a move may 
represent the mounting of discomfort and frustration to a 
pomtf where a move may relieve the strain, even "though it 
may not represent any overall improvement in housing
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standards and facilities. The inconveniences and inade
quacies of the next makeshift accommodation are at least a 
little different, the novelty of change and the appreciation 
of any specific improvements may result in a reduced feel
ing of dissatisfaction, until the inadequacies of this next 
accommodation also become clear, and the somewhat illu
sory feeling that the situation has improved is replaced by 
mounting tension again.

On the other hand, a number of families saw them
selves - on the whole realistically - as being stuck in un
satisfactory accommodation with little hope of movement 
or improvement. Several large families, with five or 
more children, were in this situation. They could not 
afford to pay any higher rent, and knew that they could 
find nothing better without paying more, while the diffi
culty of finding landlords willing to take a number of chil
dren, and the other financial obstacles to moving discussed 
earlier, discouraged any attempts to move. The few fam
ilies who had sub-standard accommodation at very low 
rentals felt that they could not afford to move when an im 
provement in standards would mean an increase of perhaps 
R6 weekly in expenditure on accommodation. Others had 
not moved despite acute dissatisfaction because they were 
dependent oh Social Service Benefits and could neither 
afford to move nor would have found it easy to convince 
agents and landlords of their reliability. The A. family 
of three living in the tiny bungalow described earlier for 
E3-10-0 per week, are an example of such immobility.
The father had not been regularly employed since they 
moved to this accommodation, and until he received regu
lar earnings they were "stuck" where they were; hence 
Mrs. A 's frequent visits to the Housing Commission office.
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, Future housing prospects,were ,closely,redafed to 
future employment prospects. Sotpe yvage.earpprs had 
little to offqr prospective employers because.of lack e f  
skill .̂nd poor physical health. The,family with sh.ven-chil

dren living in one room,mentioned in previous sections, 
had poor prospects of being able to afford a higher rent than 
their present € 3 per yveek because of the father's poor em
ployment prospects. He had a European professionaltrain- 
ipg which was'of no use to h,im here, so he had tojt^ke ua- 

 ̂ skilled jobs, but his poor physical health (and perhaps al3 0  
his T6W* morale) meant that he held no- labouring job for longer 
than a ehort period. This situation was likely to deteriorate 
rathpr than improve as he got older. Another father- had 
forked with the .railways in other States until he contracted 
tuberculosis, and since his recovery had takeh casual- ĵobs*. 
He-hadpo trade and cduld not mdhhge heaVy work, so his* 
employment prospects'"were very poor. This family with* 
three childreh'had lived in a succession of rooms and could 
afford nothing better. The migrant fafnily mentiohed earlier 
paying E?-puf of E l4" on the purchase *of a sub-standard 
house cohld not look forward to' any very considerable in
crease in income compared with the father's current earn
ings as a cleaner of E,&4 per week because* He was unskilled, 
physically Weak and spoke poor 'English. Another family 
facing poor prospects, a young Couple expecting their second 
child, was hindered not only by the husband's lack of skill, 
but also by his susceptibility to migraine headaches and 
asthma attacks. These caused frequent loss of-work and 
were likely to hinder any improvement of his current wages 
of just over the' basic wage (then reduced "to E 13 by a 
garnishde fo rh ire  purchase debts).

Sohi'e of the families did not*.show any particular 
physical or  mental handicaps in the parents, who appeared

THE EFFECTS ON FAMILY WELL-BEING
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to be quite stable and responsible people. Sometimes the 
housing p'robleimarose because a family including several 
children was dependent oh a wage earner who had no parti
cular qualification or training. For hn unskilled wage 
earner unlikely to earn much more than €17 or €18 a week, 
the situation becomes worse as the family increases. 
Generally these families had little false hope about their* 
future housing prospects. They responded with attitudes 
of bitterness, despair or apathy.

Apart from those who were already purchasing .sat
isfactory homes, there were only a few who showed any 
optimism. In two cases, the wife was working and so 
there was some hope of saving capital for purchase of a 
home. A few parents believed that they would be rehoused 
by the Housing Commission quite soon. In certain cases 
these hopes seemed realistic, as when a deserted wife hâ d 
stated that she would be willing to take a country house, or 
when a family was living in a condemned house soon to be 
demolished. In other cases the realism of hopes of an 
early allocation of a Housing Commission dwelling could 
not be assessed. A few other families had hopes of im 
proving their housing situation through sharing a house 
with friends. In one such case an unemployed man and his 
family were planning to share the cost of a house with an 
employed single friend and also a pensioner if they could 
convince an agent of their reliability. In another gather 
unusual case, the husband was due to receive a small 
legacy which the couple hoped to use as a deposit on a 
Housing Commission house; the wife said that if it were 
not for this hope of improvement in their present hand to 
mouth existence, she "would have left". In another 
atypical situation, the husband was a Railways employee 
and saw some chance of decent accommodation in a country 
Railways house.
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However, most of the families who were living in 
unsatisfactory accommodatipnor paying too high a propor
tion of %heir incomes -in rent, felt that they had-little hope 
of obtaining suitable accommodation at a, price which they 
could afford. Most pf those renting accommodation were 
certain that on their incomes of 8  2 0  per week or less.they 
would not be able to buy homes, and they were fully aware 
of the problems of rentirlg. One young man, whose wife 
was expecting their second baby, voiced his worry and 
hopelessness. They wbre then living in one room for 
whichthe^paid ' 8  3-10-0 per week. He was currently un
employed and generally earned 816 or so. While thdy had 
only one child they could live in only* one room, he said, 
but "once you've got more, then you need two rooms, and 
you've got to pay 8  6 . I can't do it". This man, who 
looked ahead perhaps more clearly than many in his situa
tion, showed considerable bitterness, blaming migrants 
for his current unemployment. Another father of one 
child, paying 8  6-10-0 for a tiny flat, out of 817 wages as 
a pastrycook, said "we could be worse off - we could have 
three or four children". A family with six children living 
in two rooms (the sleeping room "quite full of beds") for 
which they paid 8  6 out of the father's earnings of 817, 
expected to have to put up with this kind of accommodation 
indefinitely "unless we win Tatts". A number of appli
cants on the Housing Commission waiting list said that 
they would just have to stick it out in their present condi
tions until their turn eventually came round; others had 
given up hope of a Commission dwelling and felt that they 
would have to put up with inadequate housing until their 
children began earning and so the family could afford 
higher rent.

Those "most harmed in their outlook by the difficulty
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of making adequate accommodation arrangements, were the 
parents who appeared overwhelmed and apathetic, who 
could not look ahead or plan ahead with any optimism, and 
so ceased to look ahead at all, their whole energies appar
ently absorbed by living from day to day under conditions 
lacking Space, comfort and privacy.

The costs of the present housing situation in terms 
of family well-being are very high. The community suffers, 
as well as a host of individual families, when living condi
tions harm the physical and emotional condition of its pre
sent and future citizens. The .shortage of rental accom 
modation at reasonable rents must be seen not only in tei^ms 
of numbers but also in terms, of human suffering and social 
cost. These considerations should help to determine gov
ernment housing policy, and housing should be accepted ? 
as has already happened in a .number of other countries - 
as a preventive social service.
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The Original Purposes of the Victorian Housing Commission
The existence of a State housing authority and 

Conlmon^ealth proVisiori of housing finance do'not necess
arily mean that the* housing problems described are being 
dealt with adequately.

To understand and evaluate current housing policy it 
is Necessary to look at the origins of government interven
tion in,the,housing field, and the changes of policy which 
have taken place at Commonwealth and State levels during 
the last fifteen years or so.

- When thirty years ago in 1938 the Victorian govern
ment appointed 'the Housing Investigation and Slum Abolition 
Board to cbnduCt an-enquiry, its-terms of reference included 
not only Slum clearance but also housing -for the lower paid 
wohkef. The report concluded that houses for sale or let
ting dt an economic rent would not .solve the problem of 
slums, Since the families living in sub-standard housing 
could not**afford-to pay economic rents. Therefore the task 
of re-housing-could not be left to private enterprise, and 
State responsibility to subsidise housing for low-income- 
groups T̂ ras emphasized. The report went on.to consider 
the ways in which-rents might be adjusted to the needs and 
resources of the individual family. It noted that the origi
nal Harvester award assessed rent.as one-seventh of the 
basid wage, whereas recently rent had been taking an in
creasingly greater share of the basic wage earner's-income 
(at-the time of'the report the average rent for a family 
dwelling was over a quarter of-the basic wage). It was 
suggested that dther necessities, particularly food adequate 
for heglth, suffered as a result. The solution recommen
ded was an adjustment of. rent of State-owned dwellings.
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according to both the incohie of the family, and the nutnber 
of children. The scale suggested would charge j,ust over 
one-fifth of the basic wage for a man with wife and three 
children, with further deductions for more than three 
children. (1 ).

This report was followed by the Housing Act of 1937 
introduced by a Country Party government which "set up the 
Victorian Housing Commission, with the objects o f :

(a) the improvement of existing housing conditions
(b) the provision of adequate and suitable housing

accommodation for persons of limited means.
For the second objective, powers were given to the Com
mission in the following year to acquire land and lease, 
purchase or build houses, which were then to be leased or 
let (not sold) to persons who were "unable, to secure suit
able housing accommodation btherwise than under this 
A ct." (2). In accepting applicants, the Commission was 
to take into account their existing accommodation, particu
larly overcrowding and insanitary conditions, other accom 
modation available within their means, and the number of 
children in the family. Preference was to be given to 
people displaced in the course Of slum clearance. Rents 
were to be based on economic rentals, but there was to be 
provision for rental rebates. The indefinite, wording 
"persons of limited means" was not made more specific, 
despite some anxiety among the Opposition of the time 
that this gave the Housing Commission dangerously wide 
powers. Government speakers reassured the Opppsitiqn 
that for soihe years (estimates varied, though seven ye^.rs 
was the longest estimate mentioned) the Commission 
would be safely occupied With slum clearance. When more
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specific definitions of "limited means" were being discuss
ed, it appeared-that in fact .appropriate, annual inpome fig
ures might include embarrassingly large proportions of the 
pbpulation, and it was suggested that even the basic wage 
earner might come under the category of those who could 
not afford the economic rental of suitable a.ccommodation, 
(3). An obvious objection to definitions including specific 
financial figures was the need for constant revision. Pin- 
ally the* loose definition was retaine'd.

Meipbers of both .parties agreed that "The*purpqse 
of this important measure is to provide housing "for people 
who are in.the unfortunate position of not being able to* pro
vide suitable housing for themselves." (4). One. of the. 
spokesmen, of the United,Australia Party stated that "When 
the Government has provided sufficient homes for the lower- 
paid classes, it would then be time to consider whether 
something should be done to provide.for those %ho are in p 
positiop to pay; an economic rent." (5). Both parties agreed 
that other housing agencies such as building Societies should 
be encouraged to provide for the needs Qf other classes and 
for purchase rafher than rental. There, wap po serious 
attempt at this, stage to include s$.le of houses in the powers 
of the Housing Commission and ft was .generally agreed, that 
it was "impracticable to.propose home purchase to the kind 
of person contemplated in the Bill". (6 ).

During its earliest years, the Commission found 
that one of the* urgent heeds which it faded was fo r  housing 
fqr "persons who on account of the size of their families- 
find it impracticable to obtain suitable accommodation at a 
rent-compatible with their incomes". (7). In 1940-41. one 
squatter of Housing Commission tenants were OH rental r e -
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bates. The system introduced adjusted rents according to 
family income but without reference to the number of chil
dren.

Before the Commission had been operating long, the 
Second World War altered the emphasis of its work. With 
the dwindling of private building and the increase in the 
shortage of total housing in relation to population, slum 
clearance gave way to building for overcrowded families, 
while some of the Commission's effort had to be directed to 
building in country towns for essential workers in decen
tralised industries. In 1943 the powers of the Commission 
were extended. It was given powers to sell houses to elig
ible persons and to act as a lending agency by advancing up 
to 90% of the cost of a house to aid purchase or building. 
However, up to June 1945 the Commission completed only 
a little over 2 , 0 0 0  dwellings.
Commonwealth Responsibility in Housing Field

During the War the Commonwealth Government con
sidered its proper role in housing through the Joint Commit
tee on Social Security. In 1942 this Committee, in its re 
port on "Housing in Australia" (8 ), suggested that the 
Commonwealth should accept responsibility for a national 
housing scheme, the particular concern of vhich would be 
the provision of a supply of dwellings for low wage earner^. 
These homes should be let if necessary at sub-economic 
rents adjusted to income and family size. It was suggested 
that rents should not exceed 15% or at most 20% of the basic 
wage, and should be adjusted at an even lower level for 
needy families. The houses should also be available for 
purchase, on a deposit of 1 0 %, with provision for purchase 
without deposit when necessary. These plans were not in-
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tended to be the only means of dealing with the housing 
shortage. Agencies such as building societies were en
visaged as* important in providing for the large section of 
the population not in the low income group.

One of the recommendations.of this report was a 
national Housing Planning Authority. In 1943 the Common
wealth Housing Commission was set up to enquire into the 
current housing position and the housing needs of Australia 
during the pqst-war period- Its report confirmed the con
clusions-of the Joint Committee that the main concern of 
government activity should be the low income group, who 
vfould not be provided for by private enterprise. It was 
Suggested thht long range plans should Include houses both 
for rental and for sale, but that "during the early post-war 
period the great bulk of government-financed housing 
should be for renting. . . . "  (9): Long term plans sbould
include schemes of home purchase which would allow low 
earners to spend on repayments no m ore than one-fifth or 
one quarter o f the basic wage. However, early post-war 
conditions of high building costs, the desirability of a 
mobile work forqe, and the need to meet -cases of greatest 
nped first, indicated concentration on rental housing first. 
Moreover, there would p.lways'be sotne groups-in the com
munity who would prefer rented rather than purchased 
dwellings. The Commonwealth Commission^snpported 
subsidisation of rents for "sub-economie" tenants, by a 
rebate system similar to that of-the Victorian THousing 
Commission, which allowed-adjustment of renptp family 
income.

It was suggested that allocation of dwellings should 
be made on the basis of a priority points sysieth^ Consider
ing wdr service, family size ,̂ bdcbpresent housing conditions,
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high rent (i. e. 25% or more of income) and income below 
the .basic wage. The Commission believed that this sys
tem of allocation would ensure that "dwellings erected 
under the scheme will be occupied only by persons with low 
incomes and/or large families." (10). It recommended 
that rents should not exceed one-sixth of the basic wage for 
rental, one-fifth for purchase (1 1 ).

After conferences of Commonwealth and State Mini
sters during 1944 and 1945, the Commonwealth-State 
Housing Agreement of 1945 put into effect some of these 
proposals. This agreement, which was to remain in fQrce 
for ,a period of ten years to 30th June, 1956, accepted the 
principle that the Commonwealth and the States should 
jointly accept responsibility for low income earners. The 
principal task of the Commonwealth was to provide cheap 
money for housing programs. The terms of the agreement 
were as follow s:

1) The Commonwealth would provide loans to State 
housing schemes at 3% interest, repayable over 
fifty-three years.

2) The Commonwealth would meet three-fifths of any 
financial losses incurred by these schemes. The 
principal source of loss was likely to be the rdntal 
rebate scheme set out in the schedule to the agree
ment.

3) Rent rebates were to be provided for families on 
low incomes, so that rent was no more than one- 
fifth of any inconie' equivalent to the basic wage or 
less (with a minimum rent of 8 / -  weekly).

At this stage, the schemes envisaged were for ren
tal. Although a clause permitted sale to tenants, the pur-
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chaser had to pay cash for the total price immediately be
cause the Commonwealth demanded immediate repayfnent 
of the full value of the house. There was clearly no inten
tion of'sale on any significant scale. It was stated that 
the purpose of the agreement was to establish rental hous
ing projects in the various States, not to set up home-sell
ing schemes,which were seen as the function of other 
agencies such as the banks and the War Service Homes 
Scheme i (12)*

Apart from provision of finance, the Commonwealth 
functions were considered at the time to include supervising 
of housing-standards; facilitating supplies of labour and 
materials, and carrying out research.- It could arrange 
with State housing authorities to contribute to the cost of 
community'facilities associated With housing projects.
Post-War Housing Situation

As soon as the Victorian Housing Commission was 
set up, a flpod of applications came in, and the Commission 
was faced with great difficulties in selecting-tenants. By 
June 1946, the, number of outstanding applications Was over 
17, 000, of which over 12, 000 had been, received in the pre
vious twelve months. (13). With lack of sufficient staff to 
investigate all claims, the system of ballot for selection of 
claims to be investigated was introduced, with automatic 
investigation of the claims of large families (five children, 
later four children). Some preference was given to ex- 
servicemen (a minimum of 50% of houses had to go to this 
group,, but in fact the proportion was around 70% in 1944-6) 
and to employees of denentralised industry. In 1955 the 
ballot was discontinued in favour of investigating applica
tions in order of registration, with priority categories as 
before.
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It was immediately after the War, when the housing 
shortage was mo$t acute, that a State system of emergency 
housing was also set up under the State Treasury, by con
verting (without any specific legislation) army huts and 
other buildings in the metropolitan area and in a number of 
country towns to provide accommodation. By m id-1949, 
some 1, 200 housing units were provided in this way, prob- *
ably housing- at least 50, 000 people, since average family 
size was large. (14). This emergency scheme was gradu
ally reduced during the 1950's, the last and most notorious 
emergency housing camp, Camp Pell, being closed in 1956.

During the ten years* of the first Commonwealth 
State Housing Agreement, there was always a long waiting 
list of unsatisfied applications. By the mid-fifties, 15, 000 
applications per year were being-received, and the Com
mission was several years behind in even the investigation 
of their claims.

The other problem which increased during this 
period was the rise in the economic rents of Commission 
houses (from about E l-0-0 to E3-0-0 weekly for a family 
house) and the consequent rises in the cost of rental rebates 
and the number of evictions. (15). Administrative and 
maintenance costs were also rising, and these problems 
reinforced the acknowledged reluctance of the Liberal 
Government to encourage large-scale State landlordism. *
From 1951, the Housing Commission invited and encouraged 

, tenants to purchase their homes, but the need for cash pur
chase explained earlier was one of several administrative ^
obstacles and there was little response. By 1955 only . 34% 
of the Victorian Housing Commission's houses had been 
sold to occupiers. (16). In some States the proportion
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sold was higher,, but at was generally agree.d among the 
State housing authorities that eonditions of sale should be 
made easier. It was not claimed that the demand for ren
tal housing had been met,. In fact, during this period the 
total stock of rental housing had declined from 288, 575 to 
217„ 577 rented dwellings in Victoria (censuses 1947, 1954). 
There were still long waiting lists for rental housing in all 
States.
Change in Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement

The-1956 Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement, 
negotiated by a Liberal Federal government, differed in a 
number of eonditions from the 1945 one:- 
- 1) The Agreement was for a period of five years only.

2) The interest rate on money loaned to the States for 
housing purposes*under the Agreement Would be 1% 
less than the prevailing Commonwealth Bond rate 
(this meant in 1956 an immediate increase from 3% to 
4%, which added 10 /- or more to the weekly rental of 
houses).

3) There was no provision for the Commonwealth to share 
the cost of rent rebates on'houses built under the new 
agreement. The Commonwealth would continue to pay 
three-fifths of the cost of rebates on houses built under 
the 1945 agreement.

4) Of the total funds made available to the States by the
Commonwealth for housing purposes, a proportion 
was to be diverged from the !3tate Housing Authorities 
to Co-operative Building Societies and other approved 
institutions for lending to private home builders: The
proportion was to be 20% in the first two years of the 
Agreement, 30% in succeeding years.



5) Of the funds remaining to- the State Housing Authori
ties, 5% was to be:devoted to erecting homes for ser
ving menaberb of the Armed Forces; the Common
wealth Would subsidise this amount pound for pound.

6) Terms were laid down'by which State Housing Author
ities could sell houses to tenants. No longer did the 
State Housing Authorities have to repay the Common
wealth immediately .the full capital cost of the house. 
Deposits were to be 5% of the first f  2, 000 and 10% of 
the remainder of the-advance given, with a maximum 
advance of €2, 750, to be repaid over a period of foyty- 
five years at 4^% interest. If the house cost more 
than f  2, 750, the purchaser had to find the deposit 
specified above, plus the balance.

The schedule to the Agreement stated that houses 
erected under it were to be "primarily for families of low 
or moderate means", suggesting a wider scope than the 
previous wording "persons of limited means". There was 
still no attempt to limit the tenure of all State housing ten
ants by imposing the maximum income after allocation of 
the house during subsequent tenancy. Though the Common
wealth repudiated continued sharing of rebate costs, the 
Victorian Government, encouraged by the agitation of wel
fare organisations, decided that the Victorian Housing 
Commission should pay rebates at its own expense on hous
es built under the new agreement. No subsidy was given 
to the Commission for this purpose, so the cost of rebates 
had to be covered by the other operations of the Commission, 
including the rents of other tenants.

The terms of the 1956 Agreement were substantially 
continued in the next agreement of 1961, which covered a
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further five years. Of the total funds made available to 
the States for housing pu-rppses, 30% w asto be diverted to 
the Co-operative Building Societies throughout the period of 
the agreement.
Victorian, State housing Policy-Since *1956
Beeline in Annual Production - -

The* number of dwellings completed each year try the 
(Commission has declined-since 1955-6 from 4,152. in that, 

-year 10*2,-022 in 1962-3.- This,decline is a direct reflection 
of its reduced loan funds and the increased costs of buildmg. 
Th#re has-been an even more marked decline in the propor- 

fbrmed.hy ilousing Commission cohstruction-pf all 
'dwellings completed in the States. In 1954-5, the Comm
ission built about one in six of all dwellings completed, 
whereas. by 1961-2 the proportion had. fallen to about .one.in 
ten. Taking houses only, (excluding flats), the proportion 
was. ope ,ip seventeen by 1962-3 (17). The.increasing con
tribution Qf the Commission to the "housing of elderly people 
foyer 300 such units were built in 1962-3) means an even 
gbeater reduction in its contribution to Riuhousihgof fami
lies. **
Increase in §ales

Since 1956, there has been increasing emphasis on 
the ̂ promotion, of home-ownership, both at the &pmmon- 
wpalth and Victorian State level. It has been* stated fre 
quently by government spokesmen .in the Federal parlia 
ment that "home ownership is the policy of Australia", and 
soihe'havd claimed also that "home, ownership*,is within the 
reach o f every young Australian" (18). This policy is con
sistent with-the-diversion of a proportion o f Commonwealth- 
State .housing loans to the co-operative building societies
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at the expense of -the State housing authorities, and with the 
steps taken to 'make the sale of State housing.authority 
houses easier.

The Victorian Housing Commission has* sold an ih- 
creasing proportion of both its new construction and its 
total stock of dwellings over the years 1956 - 1963. During 
1957-8, the Commission offered tenants of two years' stan
ding occupying houses erected under the 1956 Agreement 
the opportunity to purchase their houses on a minimum de^ 
posit of f  100. The following year this opportunity was 
extended to new applicants who were eligible for tenancy.
In this year the target' of 2, 500 sales was exceeded, ahd' 
there was alreddy a waiting list for purchase (19). At this 
time the expressed policy of the Commission was to sell 
50% of its newly constructed dwellings, though if was ad
mitted that this would alter the priority of waiting appli
cants in favour of prospective purchasers. The propor
tion of new dwellings sold has since increased beyond* this 
50% minimum.*

With the sale of both new and existing houses, pm 
increasing proportion of the total number of houses const
ructed by the Commission is being sold. In June 1961 the 
proportion of all houses sold was 32. 4%. By June 1962 it 
was 38% (this refers to houses only, the proportion of all 
dwellings is lower because flats are not sold). By' June 
1962, some 16, 000 houses had been sold out of the total of 
about 48, 000 units constructed by the Commission. (20).

The crucial point here is that the great majority of

An exact figure is not obtainable because in figures of sales new houses are not 
separated from existing ones.
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houses .sold are allocated to new applicants, not bought by 
existing tenants. Tnl961-.2, sales to tenants.of at least 
two months standing, number 384 compared with 1, 7 64 to 
new applicants. In 1962-3 the corresponding figures were 
465 compared with 1,425. (21).

The justification for selling Commission houses is 
that low deposits, and easy terms are offered which are not 
available from other sources o'l finance for home building 
and purchase. It is true that the majority,of,Commission 
sales are .negotiated on lower deposits than are available 
through other channels of finance, as this table shows?

Deposits .on which Housing Commission Housds Sold, (22)
1960-1 1961-2 1962-3

(A) 6 i o o 192 143 129
(B) 610*1-200 1172 - 913 919
(C) 6^20f-300 748- 564 417
(D) 6 301-500 501 " " 531 194
(E]t 6 501 or mote 160 103 74

Over the,past three years the very great, majority of 
Commission sales have bhen on deposits of less than f  500, 
and around half (more in 1962-3) on less than 6 200 deposit. 
However, this doen not .mean that any family which manages 
to save 6100 is able to buy a house. Each applicant is 
assessed as to the weekly commitments which he would be 
able to manage, and since low deposits* mean higher weekly 
payments, the low income Applicant may have to save a 
higher deposit. -This is particuiarly likely in the metro
politan area where land costs-make total purchase prices 
higher than in country areas. In addition to the deposit, 
legal costs must be met by the purchasers..
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However, it is still true that the great majority of 
applicants to the Housing Commission wish to rent, not pur
chase, and so the present ratio of sale to rental gives pre
ference to those who are able to find sufficient cash to pay 
a deposit, while those who can only hope to rent are penal
ised.

Exact up-to-date figures for respective demand for y
rental and sale are not available, because they are not sep
arated in Housing Commission records. This in itself re 
flects an unrealistic attitude. In replying to a Parliament- ^
ary question on this point, the Minister for Housing said,
"The Commission regards all applicants for accommodation 
as potential purchasers", (23) a statement which is, in the 
light of this study and other evidence, quite unrealistic even 
if deposits of €100 are offered. In 1959, the Minister for 
Housing stated that only 1500 out of 17, 500 applicants had 
expressed willingness to purchase, (24) and there is no 
reason to think that this situation has been reversed. Indeed, 
figures collected by the Commission on the income of appli
cants in 1961 indicated that only 22. 7% of applicants had in
comes of over €20 per week, * which gives strong support 
to the claim that only a small proportion of applicants are 
in a position to purchase when this involves an initial de
posit of at least €100 and higher weekly commitments.

A similar emphasis on house sales is to be seen in ^
other States also. In New South Wales approximately one- 
third of all the permanent dwellings completed ,by the

t
* The figures resulting from the Commission's own survey of applicants in 1961 were 

as follows: S10 and less weekly - 4.8%; S ll-15 -0  - 5.3%; E16- E20- 68.0%;
E21 - E25 - 20. 0%; E26-- S30 - *2. 7%.
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Housing Commission since 1945 had been sold by June 1962, 
although the income -distribution of applicants to the- Com
mission shows that 60. 2% of applicants in 1961*-2 had in
comes of less than €20 a week and 86. 4% less than €25 a 
week (25). Purchase can be arranged on a deposit of €50.
In South Australia established policy has been to* sell 50 - 
60% of all houses built, and by* 1963 a new* "rental - purchase" 
scheme on minimum deposits of € 50 was being put into oper
ation, Which was expected "in a vefy  large measure (to) be 
a substitute for the present rental scheme" (26). This change 
was made despite the comments of the Trust only ond year 
earlier that'^'rbntal houses are urgently needed. The require
ments* of a large proportion of the families with low incomes 
cannot be met. by even the most generous of house-purchasing 
schemes, and privately-owned accommodation is becoming 
increasingly difficult to obtain at rents within the means of 
the Tower-paid workers" . (27) In Queensland the total pro
portion of houses sold Was 58.5% by mid-1962*. (28)
Reduction* in Number of Commission Houses to Rent

As a result of fewer completed, dwellings and more 
sales, there has been a drastic reduction in the' number of 
dwellings available for.rental, from the Victorian Housing 
Commission. The number of new tenancies has declined, 
each .year since 1957-8 . when the number of hew tenancies 
was-4, 377 to 2, 775 in 1962-3. The number of new tenan
cies each year now depends to a considerable degree on 
vacancies in existing* dwellings. The.exact;ratio of-new 
dwellings-to re-let vacancies is not known since for the Ihst 
few-years the .Commission has ceased to give these* figures 

.. in .Annual Reports, Though there is reason to believe that 
the majority ojf applicants on the ivaiting. list at June 1963 
wish to rent, the total stock of Commission dwellings to rent
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is decreasing rather than increasing. The number of 
Commission dwellings occupied by tenants was 32, 359 in 
1963 compared with 32, 663 in 1960. (29). During the period 
between 1954 and 1961, the proportion of tenanted govern

ment dwellings fell from 4. 5%, to 3.6% of the private 
dwellings in the State. For flats, the proportion rose from 
4.0% to 7.7%; the decline was in houses - from 4.9% to ir
3.4% (30).

As some older houses are sold while new flats for 
rental are being built, an increasingly high proportion of the <
rental dwellings are flats. The number of houses sold each 
year has risen well above the figures for new houses const
ructed. In 1960-1, 1710 were built and 2728 sold. In 1961-2,
1903 were built and 2148 sold, and in 1962-3, 1114 were 
built and 1803 sold. (31). The situation for families who 
want houses rather than flats is worse in the metropolitan 
area than the country, since most flat building has been in 
the city area and it is here that multi-storey blocks are now 
being developed as part of the slum clearance program.
In 1959-60, flats formed 43% of all dwellings completed by 
the Commission in the metropolitan area, and by 1961-2 the 
proportion had risen to 54. 3% and in 1962-3 to 76. 6%. (32).
An increasing proportion of flats built are three-bedroom 
units meant for families with children. Villa houses are 
being built only in the outer suburban estates and in smaller 
numbers. Flats in blocks of three or four storeys are let ?
to families with young children, though the evidence of this 
study and the experience of others suggests that some fami
lies do not see this as an acceptable solution to their housing !
difficulties.

After the Housing Minister and some of the Commis
sion's officers studied overseas developments, the Commission



recently began to include in its program multi-storey flocks 
on cleared inner areas. Approximately 400 units inm ulfi- 
stprey,blocks were included in the 1961-2,building program, 
"and,the annual completions of-flats seems likely to rise to 
1000 nnso^iyith several more multi-storey blocks planned 
fqr commencement soon. It was announced, in December 
1963 that 180*4 .new,flats, in blocks of eight to twenty storeys, 
were, planned,for Flemington, Carlson and North Melbourne. 
ThesC* flats are not generally available to families with chil
dren, under nine years, and so fprthpr reduce the, numbers of 
new dwellings available for rental to families with yQung 
-children. For,a time rebates, werp npt available to tenants
though rents ranged up to €6-10-0 per week. However, par
tial averaging of rents has induced this figure amd the avail
ability of rebates is.being extended to the flats.

The effpet of these trends is that families wishing to 
rent rather than buy a Housing Commission duelling in the 
metropolitan area face not only an increasing waiting list 
and decreasing numbers of new tenancies available, but also 
the added discouragement of the likelihood o f  being offered* 
only a,flat when their turn eventually comes.

Another, development affecting the availability pf 
Housing Commission dwellings to rent is  the increasing em
phasis,.of the.Commission on slum clearance. Families 
displaced by clearance are rightly offered accommodation, 
but this means a further reduction in the number of rental 
dwellings available for families on the waiting list.
City and "Country applications

The prospects of country applicants are a little better, 
hot because .the program of new building is significantly
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higher in relation to demand, but because there is a higher 
rate of vacancies in existing dwellings. Over the past few 
years there has bedn a higher number bf new tenancies in 
relation to applications for the country compared with the 
metropolitan area. Though numbers of country applicants 
are now rising in relation tp metropolitan figures, 31* *11 
compared with 9902 at June 1963 *, the waiting list is still s
much shorter fdr country applicants. In 1960-1, the num
ber of new tenancies for the metropolitan area was 11 <15 and 
for the country 1987; for 1961-62 the corresponding figures ^
were 1156 and 1609 and for 1962-3 they were 1281 metropoli
tan compared with 1561 country (33). Moreover, because 
the number bf flats built in areas classified as "country" has 
been low (and generally confined to elderly people's dwell
ings), country applicants can reasonably hope that eventually 
they will get a house.
Policy for allocation

Since the supply of Commission dwellings is so small 
in relation to demand, both for rental and for purchase, the 
policy for allocating available dwellings is all the more im 
portant . The main basis for allocation of both rental and 
purchase dwellings is still length bf time on the waiting list, 
with priority consideration of urgent or exceptionally needy 
cases being a matter fo f discretion. Such a situation fails 
to provide a consistent procedure for assessing the relative ^
need of many competitors for Commission dwellings, as

* In 1960-1 the number of metropolitan applicants was a little higher than the-number '
o f .country applicants; in 1961-2 and 1962-3, the numbers of country applicants 
were higher. One of the reasons may be fhe greater optimism of prospective 
applicants in the country, because of the more* favourable prospects of country 
applicants over the past few years.
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well as leading to suspicion and resentment on the part of 
unsuccessful applicants who may see others beihg given 
special consideration without 'knowing its basis. The present 

" uppbr mcome lfmits' of f  25 her weelcfor rental and f  30 per 
wCek^or purchase* are not satisfactory. -Large families on 
such incomes may need the assistance* of the Housing Com
mission; but some families within these income limits, 
those with only one* or two children, would quite likely ̂ be 
able to arrange accommodation through other channels', par
ticularly housing co-operatives which have been getting 
Commonwealth assistance through loan money diverted from 
State housing* authorities*.

It, was recommended by the Commonwealth Housing 
Commission of 1043 that allocation of dwellings should be 
made on the basis of a priority points system which would 
weigh up and score the, various aspects o f  family need, in
cluding family, size, unsatisfactory housing conditions, high 
rent and low income. Such a system would allow income to 
be related to family size, This recommendation was re 
peated recently by representative^ of the Housing Commis
sion who studied overseas housing'programs (34). The re 
commendation'has never been accepted by the .Government. 
The need for a priority points ^system J.s as great now as it 
has ever been, and* since there is a waiting list*for purchase 
as well as rental, some system o f  priority points should be 
applipd to purpha.se also.. There should be preference for 
those families whose sayings are less than f  500, and* whose 
income would' not allpw them to save more than this* within a 
reasonable period, so that they have little hope of obtaining 
housing finance .through any .other channel.
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Rise in Rents
Another obstacle to the Housing Commission's fulfil

ment of its original function of providing housing for low' in
come groups has been the rise in economic rents beyond the 
level which low income families could afford. The Commi
ssion has expressed concern„about this problem oyer mapy 
years, as the average rentals for new family houses rose to 
€3-0-0  in 1956, €4-10-0 in 1958, €5-0-0 in 1959, then fin
ally between €5-4-0 and €6-5-0  in 1961-2, and^as high ps 
€-6-10-0 in 1961-2. (35).

The original 1945 Commonwealth-State Agreement 
allowed fqr averaging of rents, and the 1956 Victorian Royal 
Commission enquiring into the Housing Commission (36) 
urged a much greater use of this power. Up to that time, 
averaging had been carried out only to the extent of adjust
ments of a few shillings within particular estates, not on* a 
broad scale to reduce the high rents of recently constructed 
dwellings by raising the rents of older Rouses which had cost 
less. The 1956 enquiry suggested that rents fob various 
houses should vary only with the nuihber of roohis. This 
adjustment was considered to be urgent because of the "head
long rise" in rents which were becoming beyond tenants' 
ability to pay. In 1963 a partial averaging was carried out 
so as to reduce maximum rentals, blit onlya small mihCrity 
of dwellings was affected (9, 464 out of the total number of 
31,795). Only 129'2 tenancies obtained a decrease in rMnt, 
and there continued to be a considerable range in rentals for 
three-bedroom upits (from f  3-6-0 to € 5 -1 -0 'weekly in the 
country and from €'3-10-0 to €5-5-0  weekly in the metropoli
tan area). (37). The possible benefits of averaging are re 
duced as the number of unsold earlier and cheaper houses
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declines; at September 1963 over a quarter ofLouses built- 
before 1956 had been sold. (38).
Rent rebates

.-Ti-------^

AjSystem o  ̂rental rebates has existed throughout 
the history of the Victorian Housing Commission, and.the 
cost of rebates has risen, with the .rise ip rents from &68, 747 
to €-325,494 over 1955-63. The numbers of tenants receivihg 
rebates has also risen, both in absolute numbers and in re 
lation to the rise in total tenancies. The system used Las ,r. 
certain defects which have newer been corrected despite 
official recommendations in the early Victorian and Common
wealth reports already mentioned, and mora'recently in the -  ̂
1958 Victorian Royal Commission. The most serious defect 
is that rents are adjusted only to family income without any 
consideration of the number of children in the family. Con
sideration of the number of dependents was urged by the 1956 
Victorian enquiry with the comment that "the* effect of the 
whole weight of evidence is that there comes a time when the 
relation of the number of children to the family income pro
duces a position in which the tenant cannot reasonably be ex
pected to pay an economic rent'L. (39). The 4956 report 
criticized other procedures involved in the rebate system, 
such as delays in assessing changes in income and in grant
ing rebates to recipients of various social services. The 
experience of some applicants suggests also that the likeli
hood of requiring a rebate may sometimes be a hindrance in 
obtaining a Commission dwelling. If this is so, then such a 
policy constitutes a repudiation of the original purposes of 
the Commission.

It must be remembered that while rent rebates now 
cost o fer  € 300, 000 per year, this cost is covered by pther
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operations .of the Housing Commission, partly through ren
tals paid by other tenants, and partly through profit on 
house sales. On all its operations the Housing Commission 
now makes a net profit, which amounted to R 500, 492 in 
1960-61, and €427, 502 in 1961-2. At 30th June 1963, the 
accumulated surplus account of the Commission stood at 
f  1, 582, 899, the profits for'the previous year being 
E640, 861.3'(40).

Part of this'sum is provision against future interest charges.
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Conclusions:
It is clear that families living on an income of E,20; 

pen week or legs, especially those with more tbappne or 
two -children, have almost no hope, ot finding suitable accom 
modation .ojrt the current housing market .at a price which 
they can afford, either through purchase or rental. The 
"vulnerable group" of families living on this income num-' 
-hers in yictoria somewhere in the region of 55, 000 fami- 
lies-living on earnipgs jof less than E1000 per year, plus 
soine thousands of families dependent on social,service ben
efits^ The only hope of large numbers of these, families for 
decent accommodation at a reasonable price is through .gov
ernment housing schemes.

In relation to this likely need, and to its dctual wait
ing list of 1*3, 0&0 families, the dumber of dwellings being 
built each year by the Victorian Housing Commission (2022 
in 1962-3) Is hopelessly inadequate. Since the majority of 
applicants wish to rent, not -purchase^ this inadequacy is 
most serious in relation to dwellings for rental. Over the 
past few years the annual number of tenancies, including 
vacated premises, has numbered only 2000-3000, including 
an increasing proportion of "flats and an increasing number 
of multi-storey blocks not suitable for families with young 
children.
Recommendations :

" 1.  ̂ Increased Rate of Building. To make any im
pression on the existing unmet need for lpw-priced housing, 
the Victorian HduSing Commission must increase greatly 
itdanrfualpQilding program. The only possible source of 
increased'fhnds is the Comiponwealth. At present the 
Comrhission receives approximately f  9  ̂ million annually in 
loan money from lipe Commonwealth. This should be in
creased at least to f  12 million annually, the amount received 
as long ago as 1953-4.
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2. Lower Interest Rates. Commonwealth loans for
housing should be made at lower interest raTtes, to counter
act the rise in economic rents of State housing authority" 
dwelling^. Since a great part of Commonwealth money used 
for capital workg and loans comes originally from general 
revenue, even a reduced interest rate represents a profit for 
the Commonwealth. This form of subsidy is all the rnore 
important*and justifiable now that the Commonwealth hhs re- ^
pudiated continued responsibility for sharing the cost of ren
tal rebates. Housing for low income families must be seen
ns a preventive social service which justifies Commonwealth 4
subsidy.

3. Grants for Slum Clearance. There is urgent 
need for specific Commonwealth grants towards the cost of 
appropriating and clearing land for slum clearance. It has 
been estimated that there are approximately one thousand 
acres of run-down and slum housing areas in the inner sub
urbs of Melbourne, and that gome 40 to 50 thousand people 
live in these areas. At present the Victorian Housing 
Commission is able to clear only 15 acres of slums a year.
Itg total annual resources for slum clearance amount to 
€750, 000, including a subsidy of € 500, 000 from the State 
government. If any significant progress is to be made in 
clearing these slum areas in a reasonable time, Common
wealth assistance is essential. Commonwealth aid shpuld 
be given at least on a two pound for one pound basis match
ing State subsidies. ^

4. More Houses for Rental. Since there is particu
larly acute need for an increase in rental dwellings at reas
onable rentals, a higher proportipn of Commission dwell- §
ings should be allocated to applicants for rental. The pro
portions of dwellings rented and sold should be consistent
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with the demand for, .each, so that applicants who can only 
rent are .not placed gt a disadvantage. Dwellings for -rental 
should include houses as well as flats. The Commissiop 
should set some minimum figure for the pool of housing 
which it will retain for rental; otherwise continued sa^e of 
olden Rouses and increased building, of flats will progress
ively reduce opportunities for rental of houses,.,

5. Allocation for Purchase. The principle of allo
cation according to need should be applied to sale as well as 
rental. Allocation Of houses foP sale should be based on an 
assessment of the financial situation of applicants, consider
ing both income had savings in relation to dumber of depend
ents, so that as* far as possible Commission houses* are made 
available only to prospective purchasers^ yrho,havp no rea
sonable expectation-of being able to buy through other .chan
nels of housing finance..

6. Allocation for Rental. Since the gupply of 
Commissiofi dwellings for* rental will continue for some ** 
time at least to be inadequate in* relation to need, what is 
available should be-allocated by* a much more equitable 
system based on'priority points, allowing for such factor^ 
as family size, income hnd existing housing difficulties, sb 
that families in-greatest need are'-accommodated first. To 
assist applicants to make realistic future plans,, they should 
be given as accurate as possible .an indication o f their ,place 
on thb* priority list. Families permanently dependent on 
sbcial- service benefits, sucln&s those on invalid pensions or . 
widows' pensions r who arerin a particularly vulnerable. . 
position in relation to housing costs ? should be accepted as 
having .a-right .to. Housing Commission accommodation' if 
necessary. (This policy has been accepted by at least .ope 
other State housing authority, the South Australian Housing 
Trust.)
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7. Upper Income Limit on Tenants.- There should 
be an upper income liihit for continued tenancy of a Com
mission dwelling, to maintain the principle that the Com
mission's function is to provide accommodation for those 
who are not financially able to find it on the open market. 
There are some Commission tenants who, since being allo
cated dwellings, have reached a financial position where 
they would be able to provide housing for themselves. Such 
tenants should be given adequate time to make their own 
arrangements - perhaps notice of a year or more. Even if 
only 5% of the Commission's present rental dwellings were 
vacated as-a result of this policy, that would .mean 1600 
dwellings available to those in greatest need.

8. Averaging of Rents. Thq-rise in economic rents 
of Commission dwellings must be. halted if the Commission 
is to provide for those who need its help, without increasing 
the burden on other tenants and purchasers. As suggested, 
lower interest rates on Commonwealth loans would allow a 
significant reduction in rents. A more comprehensive 
averaging of rents over houses built at different times 
would result in a further reduction in the rents of recently 
built and most expensive dwellings.

9. Amendments to Rent Rebate System. There 
must be a continuation of-a rental rebate* scheme, based on 
a more comprehensive process of assessment than the pre
sent one, particularly in relating rent to number of depen
dent children as well as family income. Rebates should be 
covered by an explicit grant from State government funds, 
so that this cost is accepted as a community responsibility 
and does not have* to be covered by other ̂ Commission tenants 
and purchasers.
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10. Popu larise the.Rental Investigation B,ureau.
If the supply of r 
creases^ the opp 
will decrease.
. Meanwhil

mtal dwellings from the Commission in- 
Drtunities. for exorbitant private rentals

public education in the use of the .Rental
Investigation Bureau would reduce the frequency of unfair 
charges for accommodation, .dt must be repremberp.d that 
the Victorian Housing Commission is concerned with only 
one sector of housing, and a comprehensive government 
housings policy should consider private, as well as State 

9  housing, c
 ̂ 1.1' Assistance tp Private Tenants on. Pensions..

(Current social service benefits aye not calculated onmarket 
prices tor privately oy^ned accommodation. In practice, ,a 
tamily living in privately rented accommodation, if depend
ent on benefits for even a short period, is often faced with 
a choice of trying to pay rent at the expense of other necess
ities, or buying other necessities instead, and SQ risking 
eviction. While this .situation exists, some rent allowance 
should be added to benefits by the State upon proof pf need. 
An overseas precedent can be seen in fhe payment of renf 
alloiyance§ by t̂ ie Na^ipnal Assistance Board in England.
A Victorian precedent exists in the State assistance scheme 
set up.under the Crown Law Department for old-age pen
sioners whose rents were increased by a determination of 
the Fair Rents Board.

12. Housing Research. The recent decision of the 
Commonwealth Government to establish a Federal housing 
department under a Cabinet Minister, along the lines re 
commended as long ago as 1944 by the Joint Committee on 
Social Security, is a welcome move. One of the functions 
of the new authority should be the collection of data and the 
sponsorship of research necessary for accurate assessment 
of housing need and demand.

H*
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13. Housing Advisory Service* At the local level, 
there is a need for a housing, advisory service, independent 
of any particular source* of housing or housing finance, from 
which any individual could obtain advice concerning alterna
tive courses of seeking accommodation open to him and in
formation necessary to safeguard his interests. There is 
no such disinterested source of advice at present, and the
results can be costly in terms of unwise action oh missed ^
opportunity.

14. Emergency Housing. Serious thought should be
given to the possibility of setting up some form of emer- 3
gency housing in which families could stay for a few days^or 
weeks while searching for alternative accommodation. Such 
a facility should reduce the number of children placed tem
porarily in institutions when the family loses its accommo
dation, and might well also reduce the frequency of unreal
istic rent commitments undertaken by parents in a state of 
panic because they feel they must have a roof .over their 
heads. If might be difficult for the Housing Commission to 
undertake such a service. Another way of providing it 
would be for a private organisation to be subsidized to pro
vide small supervised emergency accommodation, with the 
services of trained social workers available. Considering 
the costs .- both financial and personal - of placement of 
children in institutions, such a measure deserves serious 
consideration.
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APPENDIX A
VICTORIA: OCCUPIED' PRIVATE DWELLINGS CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO NATURE OF OCCUPANCY 

BY'CLASS OF DWELLING, AND SHOWING URBAN AND RURAL DISTRIBUTION.

Census 30th lune, 1954.
Class o f Dwelling Total Division of State

Nature of Private Share of Flat Other Occupied Metropolitan Other Rural Total
Occupancy House (a) Private House i h l (c) Private Urban Urban Vi ctoria

Dwellings
Owner pr Purchaser by

Instal ments 400,628 11,480 4,435 936 417,479 260, 352 78,664 78,463 417,479
T9 o f Total 70.0 33.6 15.8 5.9 64.2 62.6 64. 7 69.2 64.2
Tenant (Governmental Housing) 28, 320 108 1,122 39 29, 589 14, 723 10,166 4, 700 29, 589
% of Total 4 .9 0.3 4. 0 0.2 4 .5 3.5 8.4 4.1 4 .5
Tenant 129, 357 21, 805 22,144 14, 682 187, 988 135,463 30, 070 22.455 187, 988
% of Total 22.6 63.9 78.7 91.4 28.9 32.6 24.7 19.8 28.9
Other and Not Stated 14,216 747 447 407 15,817 5,451 2, 657 7, 709 15, 817

2.5 2.2 1.6 2.6 2.4 1.3 2.2 6.8 2 .4

Total 572, 521 34,140 28,148 16.064 650, 873 415, 989 121, 557 113,327 650, 873
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100. 0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Census 30th June, 1961
Owner or Purchaser by
Instalments 541,589 11,250 11,350 1,192 565, 381 377, 077 106, 508 81, 796 565, 381
% of Total 79.1 39.2 21.4 7.6 72.4 72.7 70.6 72.8 72.4
Tenant (Governmental Housing) 23,405 95 4, 076 454 28, 030 17,342 10,324 364 28, 030
% of Total 3.4 0.3 7.7 2.9 3.6 3.3 6.8 0.3 3.6
Tenant 104,487 16, 684 36,120 13, 699 170, 990 117, 373 30, 964 22, 653 170, 990
T9 of Total 15.3 58.0 68.3 87.1 21.9 22.6 20.5 20.2 21.9
Other and Not Stated 14,715 720 1,318 379 17,132 6,684 3,000 7,448 17.132

2.2 2.6 2.-5 2.4 2.2 1.2 2.0 6 .7 2.2

Total 684,196 28.749 52,864 15,724 781, 533 518,476 150, 796 112,261 781, 533
100.0 100. 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(a) Includes sheds, huts etc. used for dwelling purposes. Source: Census o f the Commonwealth
(b) A flat is part of a house or other building which can be completely closed 30th June, 1961, Census

off and which has its own cooking and bathing facilities. Bulletin No. 17, Commonwealth
(c) Other Private Dwellings: these include private dwellings such as rooms. Bureau of Census and Statistics.

apartments etc. which are parts of buildings but are not self- contained units.
These figures do not include dwellings occupied solely by full-blooded aboriginals.
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VICTORS: TENANTED PRIVATE DWELLINGS (a) CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO WEEKLY RENT 
(UNFURNISHED) BY,CLASS OF DWELLING AND SHOWING URBAN AND 

, RURAL DISTRIBUTION.

Census, 30th June, .1961.
Class o f Dwelling Total Division o f State

Weeftly Rent (Shillings)
Private 
House (b)

Share of 
Private House Flat Other

Tenanted
Private

Metropolitan Other 
Urban Urban Rural

Total
Victoria

Under 4 0 /- 19,784 920 1,093 428

Dwellings

22,231 9,712 5,536 6, 983 22,231
% ofT ota l 18.9 5.5 3.0 3.1 13.0 8 .2 18.0 30.8 13.0
4 0 /-  and under 60 /- 17,094 1,427 1,499 666 20,686 10,261 6,638 3, 787 20,686
% o f Total 16.3 8.-6 4.2" 4 .9 12.1 8 .8 21.4 16.7 12.1
6 0 /- and under 8 0 /- 13,323 1,259 2,492 688 18,362 11,497 5,315 1,550. 18,362
%of*yotal 12 .8 11.2 6.9' 5 .0 10.7 9.8 17.2 6.9 10.7 '
8 0 / - and under 100 7,206 1^3D7 2,89). 488 11,892 8, 8T4 2,654 514 11,892
% o f "Total 6.8 7.9 8 .9 4 .2 7.0 7.5 8.6 2 .3 7.0
100/- and over 19,993 2,418 16,791 880 40,082 36,151 5,326 605 40,082
% o f Total 19.1 1 4 . 5 - 46.5 6.4 23.4 30.8 10.7 2 .7 23.4
Not Stated (c) 27,087 8,753 11,348 10.549 57,737 41,028 7,495 9,214 57,737
% o f Total 25.9 32.3 , , 31.4 77.0 33.8 36.0 24.2 40 .7 33.8

Total '1 0 4 ,4 8 7 16,684 36,120 13,699 170,990 117,373 30,964 22,653 170,990
lOOrO ld o /p 100.0 100. 0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(a) These figures do not include Housing Commission tenants.
(b) Includes sheds, huts etc.
(c) Includes tenanted dwellings which wete rent-free, those rented on a furnished basis, and those for which the rents

were not applicable (e. g. for shop and dwelling combined)

Source: Census o f the Commonwealth 30th June, 1961. Census Bulletin No. 17, Commonwealth Bureau o f Census & Statistics.

Comparison with *1954 Census Figures

In 1954; the'proportion o f tenanted private dwellings let at below 4 0 /- weekly rent was 50.1% compared with 13.0% in 1961; 
the proportion over 100/- weekly was 1.4% in 1954 compared with 23.4% in 1961. Rises have been most marked in the categories 
o f flats and share of private house. In 1954, the proportion of flats let at 100/- or more per week was 5.0%; in 1961 it 
was 46.5%. The corresponding figures for share of private house were 0.6% in 1954 and 14.5% in 1961. Note that the proportion 
o f cases for which rents wete "not stated" (including furnished premises) was over half o f share private houses in 1961.

APPEN
DIX' A. 

H
OUSING 

STATISTICS
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VICTORIA - NEW HOUSES COMPLETED 1954 - 1962 FOR 
GOVERNMENT INSTRUMENTALITIES AND PRIVATE

PERSONS ( OR FIRMS )

Year Government Private Persons Total
Instrumentalities (or Firms)

1954-55 4101 19, 738 23, 839
1955-56 3392 19,260 22, 652
1956-57 2321 17, 864 20,185
1957-58 2129 19, 238 21, 367
1958-59 2313 22, 016 24, 329 t.
1959-60 2081 22, 076 24,157
1960-61 1710 20, 384 22, 094
1961-62 1903 17, 066 18, 969
1962-63 1203 19,125 20,328

Sources: - Victorian'Housing and Associated Demographic
Statistics.1921-1960, Commonwealth Bureau of 
Census & Statistics, Victorian Office.

Victorian Year Book 1963

Victorian Building Statistics, September 1962, and 
September 1963, Commonwealth Bureau of Census 
and Statistics, Victorian Office.

VICTORIA - NEW FLATS COMPLETED FOR GOVERNMENT 
INSTRUMENTALITIES AND PRIVATE PERSONS 

(OR FIRMS)

Year Government
Instrumentalities

Private Persons 
(or Firms)

Total

1954-55 638 143 781
1955-5*6 1062 211 1273
1956-57 452 445 897
1957-58 482 622 1104
1958-59 372 1062 1434
1959-60 632 1430 2062
1960-61 608 3575 4183
1961-62 620 3450 4070
1962-63 908 2864 3772

Source - Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics,
Victorian Office.
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VICTORIAM-HOUSING COMMISSION OPERATIONS

Year Ended ^Oth June :
,t

Dwellings Completed
M M , M M 1956 ,1957. ,1958 M M M M M M 1962 MM

Metropolitan area M M 2464 M M 1438 1347 1347 M M M W 1175 1138
Remainder o f State MM M M M M 1142 M M 1213 1201 942 1225 884

Total M M M M 4152 M M M M 2560 M M M M 2400 M M

Tenancies

New Tenants:
Housed in new dwellings M M M M MW 1081
Housed in vacated dwellings

Total n.a. n.a. n.a.
M M
3147

M M
4377

M W
3854

M M
M M M M M W .2842

Sales 6 - 1205, 1798 M M MW MM M M MW M M

Applications
New Applications received

i "
' 10089 12449 15039 13690 11666 12972 11433 M M M M 8492

Applications lapsed, withdrawn etc. n.a. n.a. n.a. MW 10253 7746 4409 7084 M M 4496

Unsatisfied applications at end of year n.a. n.a. n.a. 16957 13349 15531 17233 14424 13147 13013

Sources: Victorian Housing and Associated Demographic Statistics, 1921 to 19,60. Commonwealth Bureau of Census and Statistics, 
Victorian Office, P. 41 Table. 30.
Housing Commission of Victoria, Annual Reports 1960 -< 61, 1961 -  62.,, i " <

Proportion of Dwellings Sold Tdtal Units Built (houses ahd flats) Units Sold (houses)

1945 Agreement 30925 , 8,213 Source: Victorian Hansard,
1956 Agreement 12317 6,553 11 September, 1963.
1961 Agreement 4422 1,469

f
The Annual Report o f the Victorian Housing Commission for 1961-62 stated that up to 30.6.62, 38% of all houses built or 
32% of the total number of houses and flats constructed had been sold. This proportion )ias increased over recent years 

. (in June 1961 these proportions were 32.4% and 28.5%) and the policy of the Commission is to encourage it to rise, thus
reducing further the pool of rental housing.
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Victorian Housing Commission - Number of Tenants in Receipt Total Number of
Cost of Rental Rebates. of Rental Rebates. Tenancies

1951-2 19,424 at 30th June, 1945 87 3, 022
1952-3 44,416 1950 613 11, 590
1953-4 60, 638 1955 1, 228 27, 951
1954-5 68, 747 1960 3, 065 32,663
1955-6 112,196 1961 3, 352 31, 883
1956-7 156, 856 1962 3, 631 32, 096
1957-8 203, 906 1963 4, 012 32,359
1958-9 232,272
1959-60 240, 350
1960-1 251,112
1961-2 316, 941
1962-3 325,494

Sources: Victorian Housing Commission Annual Reports 
Report of the Royal Commission to enquire into the operation 
of the Housing Acts of Victoria and the Administration of the 
Housing Commission of Victoria 1956. P. 43
Victorian Hansard 11 September, 1963. P. 176

co
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4. Consider any medical or other special reasons w] 
accommodation may not be' satisfactory."

It is apparent from the directions that considerable 
discretion, was left to the judgement of the social wprkers 
assessing potential cpses for the study in deciding whether 
or not their accommodation was satisfactory. Attempts 
were made to provide more objective criteria to guide this 
selection, but they proved clumsy and complicated and 
would have added toUhe extra effort required of the staff co 
operating. Moreover, those families interviewed by the 
researchWorkdr were visited at^home and so a comparative 
assessment o f  all cases included-was made by one person.

In practice the two most important categories for 
^election were 3 and 4  ̂ those relating to .high rents and poor 
physical conditions or overcrowding. Few families evicted 
onaboqt to be evicted were referred. One obvious reason 

,, was the difficulty of .following up people whose next address 
was unknownat the time.ofthe interview^ and another rea
son was the* omission of some cases which the social Work- 

- ers* concerned judged to be primarily personality problems 
rather than housing problems.

Some of the problems of referral illustrate the diffi
culty of grafting a study like this one on to the programs oP 
direct,service, welfare .agepcies. For instance, relevant 
cases were.missed because the social worker's contact with 
them occurred, at times of crisis or acute anxiety when it 
wss considered inappropriate- to introduce the study and re- 
"que'st their co-operation. Social workers were sometimes 
reluctant ,to'request the co-operation of clients whpse own 
requests,they were not able to meet because of the dangers 
of a "bargaining" situation. It v/as agreed* from the begin
ning of the project that no mention of the study should be
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made to clients if it would harm the casework process.
There was also the constant conflict of priorities for social 
work staff who were already trying to handle large case 
loads.

Other hindrances to comprehensive referrals were 
related to the nature of the current housing situation. For 
instance, families who had come to take for granted high 
rents or overcrowded conditions tended to be overlooked.

Other families known to have housing problems were 
not referred because their family income was greater than 
the specified limit; a number of the social workers co-op 
erating commented on the number of housing problems they 
met in the income range of €20 to €25 per week. A small 
number of cases (eight) were included where the family in
come was over €20 per week; four of these cases represen
ted incomes of between €20 and €22 per week, two received 
a fluctuating income with a lower level of €20 and in two 
cases the wives were found to be working to save for a house. 
These cases are indicated during the report where necessary.

Because of the incompleteness of referrals, it did not 
prove possible to come to any conclusions about the total 
client groups of the agencies participating.
Interviewing

Of the main group of families some twenty husbands 
were interviewed, usually together with their wives. In 
the remainder of cases, i. e. about three-quarters of cases 
(one third of which were families Without a male head) the 
wife was seen. Of the small contrast group, six or half of 
the husbands were interviewed, together with their wives.

As indicated earlier, the interviews took the form 
generally described as a focussed interview, covering a
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number of set topics but in a flexible ipanner ,adapted to 
each situation. The comments of thq interviewer, and the 
order in which the sections of the-questionnaire were cover
ed, varied according to the response of the interviewee.

Three-quarters of the interviews were carried out 
by the researdh worker, one-qharter by a final year social 
work student working in very clo'se^contact.
Assessment of Standard of Accommodation

Criteria used -
Overcrowded: Basic requirements accepted :

separation of children over one year from parents, segre
gation o f children over 10 years by sex, otherwise, number 
of people sleeping one room assessed in view of'space avail
able; separate room for living, and indoor and outdoor play 
space-. If facilities shared with other households,- assess
ment made in view of facilities available "and number o f  users.

Amenities considered necessary: codking facilities,
stove^ sink and storage space for food; bathing facilities," 
either bath dr shower with sdme form* o f heating; " washing or 
laundry facilities, either Washing machine* o f  copper with 
some means o f  heating. ' '

„ -Rating of satisfactory;* moderately unsatisfactory;., 
grossly unsatisfactory: This rating was made by an.oyer=-
alb assessment made in consultation bptwe.en the research 
worker and the student.. . The person who igad visited thg 
family described the conditions of the accommodation -and on- 
the.basis of this a joint,decision was made. This pro.qqdnre** 
is not-^s..satisfactory as fwq independent assessments^but it 
was some, guard-against the more-pbvious mppifestatiphs- pf 
a part^^arly.sympa.tb.etic response pn^the p a r f  pf the inter r

. 133.
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viewer. Usually the third category of "grossly unsatis
factory" represents more than one of the" specific ddficieh- 
cies to an acute degree.
Selection of a Contrast Group

It was hoped to include in the study a contrast group 
of families within the specified income group selected 
through some other channel than welfare organisations, but 
this could not be carried out on any considerable scald be
cause of difficulties met within the time available.

The first plan was to select families directly through 
the .level of earnings -of the father by co-operation with a 
number of industrial firms. It was hoped to gain the co 
operation of a number of firms situated in various parts of 
the metropolitan area and to ask each to provide a small 
number of names selected by Some objectiye procedure 
from wage records. These* people would then be approach
ed by letter, asking if they would be willing to be inter
viewed. However, it proved very difficult to find firms 
Willing to approve such a procedure. Two firms were 
willing to compromise by an arrangement whereby members 
of their own staff asked particular employees whether they 
would take part in the study. However, both these attempts 
proved fruitless; in one case because staff found it difficult 
to locate employees iRrithin the specified intome limits be
cause overtime work was general at the time. One firm  
was willing to allow the research worker to select from wage 
sheets employees within specified earnings limits (the 
upper limit of €23 gross was substituted for the limit of 
€20 clear). This selection procedure produced about fifty 
names of employees^ within the appropriate income range 
who were sufficiently young to be likely to have dependent 
children. Of the fifty employees who were sent a letter
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askingfor their participation m the study, only thirteen 
replied, of whom seven were, willing to b e, ,int e r. vie we d.
Not all the non-respondents .were sent a Reminder,letter 
because of information passed on by interviewees that 
there had been a hostile reaction on the part of some recip
ients of the first letter. Those employees who did take 
part were very helpful and interested. Discussion of the 
project with groups of employees,with opportunity for ques
tions and discussion,probably would have reduced the pro
portion unwilling to participate. However, the earnings 
limit involved in selection was an obstacle to such an app
roach.

A second channel was tried by asking the help of a 
co-operative housing group, with the idea of studying a 
number of families who were home purchasers though re 
ceiving no more than f  20 clear per week. The co-opera
tive housing group supplied a list of twenty-eight members 
in a number of different outer suburbs. Unfortunately 
follow-up resulted in only three interviews with families 
within the specified income limits, and two with families 
whose income had recently increased beyond these limits. 
Many of the couples were at the stage when there were as 
yet no children and the wife was still working; some app
eared to be members not yet married. Many were mig
rants whose names suggested Southern European origin. 
These factors probably help to explain the number who did 
not reply to letters sent to them and were out at the inter
view time suggested.

A number of interviewees offered to ask friends to 
participate in the study. Two families approached through 
such secondary contact were included in the contrast group.

APPENDIX -B,
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Lack of time prevented further chanhels being tried 
to selbct a larger contrast group and so only very limited 
use could bb made of small group covered.


